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Samanburður hæfniramma um íslenskt menntakerfi og hæfniramma Evrópusambandsins
Útdráttur úr skýrslunni: Referencing the Icelandic National Qualifications Framework to the European Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning

1. Formáli


2. Yfirlit

Skýrslan hefst á útlistun á alþjóðlegu samhengi samanburðarvinnunnar og lýsingu á hæfniramma Evrópusambandsins (EQF) markmið um hæfniramma Evrópusambandsins (ESB) eru borinn saman. Skýrsla hvers lands er lögð fyrir EQF ráðgjafaneðf ESB (EQF Advisory Group), þar sem Ísland hefur fulltrúa. Nokkur lönd hafa þegar lagt skýrslur sínar fyrir nefndina en allmög stefna á að gera það 2013-2014 og er Ísland þar þó meðal. ESB mun í framhaldinu setja upp vefsíðu þar sem hægt er að bera saman einstök námslok milli landa þar sem evrópsk hæfnirep mynda brú milli hæfnirepandaðana. Þannig er evrópska hæfniramanum ætlað að auka gagnsæli milli ólíkra menntakerfa landanna.

Samanburður hæfniramma um íslenskt menntakerfi, ISQF, og evrópska hæfnirammans, EQF, næri yfir allt menntakerfið, eða frá hæfniviðmiðum við útskurð grunnskóla og fyrstu námslok á framhaldsskólastigi til hæfniviðmiða á háskölastigi. Samanburðarvinnan fóli í sér að lýsingar íslenskra og evrópska hæfnirep voru bornar saman og út frá þeim ákveðið hvaða þrep væru samþærileg. Til
glöggvunar fylgir heildaryfirlit í viðauka yfir íslensk hæfniviðmið annars vegar og evrópska hæfnirammann hins vegar.

Niðurstaða samanburðarins er í stuttu máli sú, að íslenskt menntakerfi og þau hæfniþrep og viðmið sem skilgreind hafa verið innan þess, raðast til móts við evrópska hæfniviðmiðarammann þannig að fyrsta íslenska hæfnirrepís er sambærilegt baði fyrsta og öðru evrópska hæfnirrepinu og raðast þau síðan áfram eins og synt er á töflu hér að néðan.

3. Evrópski hæfniramminn

Þau hæfniviðmið sem Evrópusambandið hefur þróað undir heitinu The European Qualifications Framework eða EQF, er ætlað að lýsa námsokum frá lokum grunnskóla til hæstu húskólagráðu. Markmiðið er að auðvelda samanburð milli menntakerfa í Evrópu, bæta gagnsæi og auka hreyfanleika fólks, auk þess að auðvelda og hvetja til frekara náms.

Hæfnirrep evrópska hæfnirammans eru átta og innihalda lýsingu á hæfniviðmiðum, sem einkenna eiga námslok af hverju þrepi. Lýsingin tekur til þeirrar þekkingar, leikni og hæfni sem einkenna hvert þrepi. Rammanum er ætlað að nýtast til samanburðar á námslokum en er ekki ætlað að hafa áhrif á uppbyggingu menntakerfa einstakra landa, menntastofnanna þeirra nýtt um stefnumótun menntakerfis landanna. Þannig eru einungis lýsingar á hverju hæfnirrepi bornar saman en ekki einstök námslok.

Til að auðvelda samanburðarferlið setti EQF ráðgjafaþópur Evrópusambandsins fram tíu viðmið sem lögð skyldu til grundvallar við vinnuna og tók samanburðurinn við íslenska hæfniramminum mið af þeim, eins og fram kemur í skyrlunni.

4. Íslenski hæfniramminn


Þróun íslenska hæfnirammanns fórá fram samhliða þessari endurskoðan og urðu viðmið um námslok og skilgreind hæfnirrep hluti nýrrar aðalnámsskrá framhaldsskóla, en hún hefur ígildi reglugerðar. Þannig eru nú námslok innan formlega menntakerfisins tengd við hæfnirrep. Lýsing á hæfnirreppum er birt í aðalnámsskrá framhaldsskóla. Áður hafði í kjölfar laga í húskóla verið innleið hæfnirrep á húskólastigí og er lýsing þeirra birt í Viðmiðum um æðri menntun og prófgráður. Að auki er samkvæmt lögum og reglugerð um framhaldsfræðisflokkur gert ráð fyrir að mennta- og menningarmálaráðuneytið votti nám innan framhaldsfræðisflokkur sem feli m.a. í sér tengingu við hæfnirrep.

Markmiðið með íslenska hæfnirammanum (ISQF) er að gefa kerfisbundna lýsingu á námslokum innan formlega menntakerfisins frá lokum grunnskóla til hæstu húskólagráðu auk vottaðs náms innan framhaldsfræðisflokkur. Rammanum er ætlað að gera leiðina gegnum menntakerfið gegnsæri og skiljanlegri, auka hreyfanleika námsmanna innanlands sem og milli landa og vera hvatning til frekara náms. Hvert hæfnirrep er tengt við evrópska hæfnirammanum (EQF) í þeim tilgangi að auka gagnsæi og viðurkenningu milli menntakerfa í löndum Evrópu.
Evrópski hæfniramminn byggr á átta hæfnirepum en sá íslenski á sjó hæfnirepum. Hvert hæfnireppi inniheldur viðmið sem lýsir þeirri þekkingu, leikni og hæfni, sem nemandi á að hafa öðlast við námslok. Myndin hér að neðan lýsir því hvernig íslensk námslok og prófgráður raðast á sjó hæfnireppi til móts við evrópska rammann:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Íslensk hæfnirepp</th>
<th>Dæmi um námslok og prófgráður</th>
<th>Evrópsk hæfnirepp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Doktorspróf</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Meistarapróf Framhaldsnám á meistarastigi</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bakkalárpróf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Diplóma á háskólastigi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Stúdentspróf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Framhaldsskólapróf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Framhaldsskólapróf Grunnskólapróf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ISQF</td>
<td>EQF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Námslok á þriðja hæfnireppi krefjast meiri hæfni og sjálfbæðis og miðast við að undirbúa nemann undir nám á háskólastigi. Önnur lokapróf og próf til starfsréttinda fyrir andrisk og allgrimsmál að viðtaka útvinnun í samfélag, sem eru áfram á háskólastigum og miðast við að stöðu til þess að samþykkt um grunnstjórnar að hæfni, sjálfbæði og sjálfbæðis, þar sem miðst í áhersla er lögð á mælikvarða eins og sjálfbæði, skapandi hugmynd og nýsköpun. Viðbótarnám við framhaldsskólanemendur lokið framhaldsskólapróf, prófi til starfsréttinda eða þessu hæfnireppi.

Námslok á fjórðu hæfnireppi fimm, sex og sjó eru í íslensku menntakerfi á ábyrgð viðurkenndra háskóla. Námslok á háskólastigum krefjast sérhæfingar á ákveðna fræðasviði eða innan ákveðna starfsgreinar með áherslu á rannsóknir, fræðiætt og þetta þekkingar sjálfhæfing og nýja þekkingarskópin.

Mennta- og menningarmálaráðuneytið ákvarðar og staðfestir þessu stæðsetningu námsloka á hæfnireppi innan íslenska hæfnirammans samkvæmt námsbrautarfélagið sjálfhæfingar, sem eru áfram áður viðurkenndra háskóla. Fyrir liggur skýrsla með tillögum að staðsetningu flestalra formlega námsloka á framhaldsskólastigum. Verkið var unnið á vegum ráðuneytisins með aðstoði þýnhópa í almenningarstjórn og starfsgreinaráða í starfsmennunum.
5. Viðmið evrópska hæfnirammans

Markmið samanburðarvinnunnar er að múta íslenska hæfnirammad við evrópska hæfnirammad á forsendum íslensks menntakerfis þar sem innlendir hagsmunaaðilar og menntayfirvöld eru lykilaðilar í að ákvæða samanburðinn milli hæfníprepa. Til að auðvelda samanburðinn, setti EQF ráðgjarfahópurinn fram þú viðmið eða mælakvæða til að byggja samanburðinn á. Markmið viðmiðanna var m.a. að þryggja samræmi og traust hagsmunaaðila innan þátttöklandanna. Í skýrslunni er farið yfir viðmiðin og gerð grein fyrir þeim kröfum sem viðmiðin gera.

Viðmiðin tíu eru eftirfarandi:

1. Ábyrgð og lagalegt valdsvið allra, sem koma að samanburðarferlinu, þar með talið valdsvið lands tengiliðs, eru skýrt afmörkuð og kynnt af viðeigandi yfirvöldum.

2. Skýr og sannanleg tenging er milli þrepa hæfniramma um menntakerfi viðkomandi lands og þrepalyþinga evrópska hæfnirammans, EQF.

3. Hæfniramma um menntakerfi viðkomandi lands er byggður á meginreglu og markmiðum námsloka og tengdur úræðum um mat á óformlegu og formlausu nám, svo og námseiningakerfi, þar sem það er fyrir hendi.

4. Ferlið við að staðsetja námslok innan hæfniramma um menntakerfi viðkomandi lands byggist á gagnsæjum aðferðum.

5. Gæðakerfi menntakerfis viðkomandi lands er byggður á meginreglu og markmiðum námsloka og tengdur úræðum um mat á óformlegu og formlausu nám, svo og námseiningakerfi, þar sem það er fyrir hendi.


7. Erlendur sérfræðingur skal hafður til ráðgjafar í samanburðarferlinu.

8. Viðeigandi innlendar stofnafir skulu staðfesta samanburð hæfniramma menntakerfis viðkomandi lands við EQF. Gera skal grein fyrir samanburðinum, og rökunum að baki ferlinu, í eiri ítarlegri skýrslu sem gefin skal út af viðeigandi innlendri stofnun, þar með tíðum landstengiliði, og skal fjalla sérstaklega um hvert og eitt viðmiði í skýrslunni.

9. Á opinberri vefsiði EQF skal birtur listi yfir þau þátttölukönd sem staðfesta að hafa lokið samanburðarferlinu, ásamt tengli í lokagerð skýrslu landanna.

10. Í kjölfar samanburðarins, og í samræmi við áætlun sem fram kemur í tilskipun EQF, skulu öll staðfest námslok, prófskirteini og Europass skjöl, sem gefin eru út af lögbaerum yfirvöldum, innahalda skýra tilvísun í viðeigandi hæfníprep EQF í gegnum hæfniramma menntakerfis viðkomandi lands.

6. Álitamál og næstu skref

Við þróun íslenska hæfnirammans og samanburð hans við þann evrópska komu upp nokkur álitamál:

- Taka þurfti ákvörðun um fjölda hæfníprepa íslenska rammans og hvernig ætti að múta þau við prep evrópska rammans. Ákvæðið var að lýsa íslenska menntakerfinu þannig að þrepin gæfu sem raunsæjasta mynd af núverandi kerfi og hæfníröfum þrepanna.

- Ákvæða þurfti hvar ætti að raða námslokum þar sem kröfrum um þekkingu, leiðnum og hæfni skarast milli grunnskóla og framhaldsskóla annars vegar og milli framhaldsskólástigs og háskólástigs hins vegar. Ákvæða þurfti hvort námslok á grunnskólastig að þróaður íslenskum skóllum um án vins fyrir þeim kröfum sem viðmiðin gera.
íslenska hæfnirammans, eða hvort fyrstu námslok með skilgreindum hæfnikröfum ætti að hefst á framhaldskólastigi, en líóst er að umtalsverð skörur á sér þar stað. Eftir mikla umræðu var ákveðið að raða námslokum úr grunnskóla á sama hæfníprep og hinu núja framhaldsskólaprófi og máta fyrsta íslenska hæfníprepí við þrep 1 og 2 í evrópska rammanum. Rókin voru m.a. þau að íslenskir nemendur eru eldri við lok grunnskóla en í morgum løndum og mikilvægt er að styrka samstarf og samfellu grunnskóla- og framhaldsskólastigs. Sama vandamál kom í ljós með skörun íslenska 4. þrepís við 5, evrópska þrepí. Þar spilar inn í lengd náms til stúdentsprófs á Íslandi sem er einu ári lengra en hjá flest öðrum løndum. Önnur Evrópulönd staðsetja stúdentsprófið, eða aðfarapróf í húslóka á fjórða evrópska þrepinu þ.e. þríðja íslenska þrepinu og styður það við samtengingu þrepanna. Ákveðið hefð hefur skapast fyrir samvinnu á þessum enda hæfnirammans og vilji er einnig til að styrka samfellu milli skólastiga hér.

- Eitt álitamálið sneri að tengingu háskólastigsins annars vegar vegar og framhaldsfraeðslu hins vegar við samanburðarferliði. Háskólastigí hafði þegar gengið í gegnum ákveðna samræmingu á gegnum Bologna ferlið og enn á eftir að hún lausa enda varðandi lýsingu og þöllsetningu hæfníprepa á húskólastigi til samræmingar við ISQF. Innan framhaldsfraeðslugeirans á enn eftir að koma vottuðum námskráum inn í rammann og taka þarf á ýmsum álitamálum í tengslum við menntun í atvinnulífinu, en vilji er að nýta hæfnirammann til að auka hlut raunfærnimats og gera tengingu framhaldsfraeðslu við formlega menntakerfið skýrari.


- Vilji er til að koma á fót úrskurðarnefnd sem á að taka á og skera úr um vafativilivum við róðun námsloka á hæfníprep íslenska hæfnirammans. Hingað til hefur þetta ekki valdið vandráðaðum, en miklar likur eru að að upp komi vafativiliv. Mikilvægt er að slik nefnd starfi hlutlaust.

- Mennta- og menningarmálaráðuneytið hefur lagt mikla áherslu á að kynna hæfniramma um íslenskt menntakerfi fyrir öllum hagsmunadöllum skólarferlins, skólum, samtökum kennara, allum vinnumarkaðarins og fleirum, en á næstu mánuðum verður lögð áhersla á að víkja út kynningu á rammanum, jafnframt því sem fleiri skólar innleiða aðferðafraðina. Ákveðið hefur verið að setja rammann í opíð umsagnarferli vorið 2013 þar sem leitað er eftir viðbrögðum allra hagsmunadöla.

- Að lokum skal lögð áhersla á að íslenski hæfniramminn er ekki fullmotaður, heldur er honum ætlad að vera lifandi tæki sem hægt verður að endurskoða og uppfæra í takt við þarfir og kröfur menntakerfis framtíðarinnar.
Executive Summary

This report provides the analysis and conclusion of referencing the Icelandic National Qualifications Framework (ISQF) to the European Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning (EQF). A coordination committee of three experts within the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture is responsible for managing the reference process and has sought collaboration with relevant stakeholders, such as teachers, teachers’ associations, school principals and administrators, as well as the social partners; employers and trade unions, through a consultation process during the development of the ISQF.

The report starts by explaining the international context for the referencing process and providing an overview of the EQF, its objectives, structure and implementation. Chapter three describes the Icelandic education and training system and its recent reforms to give the national context of the referencing exercise in order to better understand the national criteria of the process. Chapter four provides a description of the ISQF, its development and implementation and chapter five presents the ten criteria and procedures for referencing national qualification levels to the EQF by addressing each of them from a national point of view, applying methods of structural and conceptual comparison. Chapter six summarises some of the main challenges encountered in the referencing work and presents the next steps in the process.

With reference to the criteria and procedures described in chapter five of the report, the conclusion is that all ten criteria are fulfilled and that the report establishes a clear and demonstrable link between the qualification levels in the ISQF and the level descriptors of the EQF in the following way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISQF</th>
<th>EQF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 7</td>
<td>Level 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 6</td>
<td>Level 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td>Level 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The report covers the whole Icelandic education system that leads to a qualification, starting from the upper secondary level to the higher education level, covering also the overlap in the first level which corresponds both to the last year of compulsory school as well as to the first qualifications at upper secondary school. Complete lists of ISQF and EQF descriptors, all levels, are provided in Annexes 1 and 2 to this report.
1. Introduction

This document is the official reference report for Iceland, providing a comprehensive referencing of the Icelandic National Qualifications Framework (ISQF) to the European Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning (EQF)\(^1\).

The report serves to establish a reference to the EQF to the Icelandic qualifications framework (ISQF) which has been developed and agreed by relevant authorities\(^2\) and stakeholders\(^3\) according to the Criteria and Procedures presented and agreed by the EQF Advisory Group.

The referencing process was administered by the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture and conducted by the Icelandic National Contact Point (NCP) or coordination committee, consisting of three experts from the Department of Education of the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture; Ms Björg Pétursdóttir, Head of Division of Policy and Development, Mr Ólafur Grétar Kristjánsson and Ms Kristrún Ísaksdóttir, both Advisers in the Division of Vocational and Adult Education, and other staff as needed. The NCP coordination committee also cooperated with the Ministry’s Department of Science and Higher Education regarding the National Qualifications Framework for Higher Education and its links with the European Higher Education Area. The referencing of the criteria was carried out by an external expert who also wrote the report, Ms Adalheidur Jónsdóttir, Head of Communications and Senior Adviser at the Icelandic Centre for Research.

Due to the similarities of education systems in the Nordic countries, the cooperation established within the scope of the Nordic Council of Ministers was very valuable for the Icelandic NCP group. Within the scope of this network, NCPs in the Nordic countries met on eleven occasions, the first time in February 2011. The group focused on challenges related to all aspects of the EQF and the referencing from a Nordic perspective. This included giving presentations of the National Qualifications Framework development in each of the Nordic countries and the referencing work, discussions of the various understanding of qualifications and what they entailed, and finally, the referencing process was discussed. In continuation, the network focused

---

\(^1\) Main acronyms used in the report:
- EQF: European Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning
- NQF: National Qualifications Framework
- ISQF: Icelandic Qualifications Framework
- ISQFHE: Icelandic Qualifications Framework for Higher Education
- NCP: National Contact Point

\(^2\) The Icelandic Ministry of Education, Science and Culture.

\(^3\) Relevant stakeholders that have been consulted in the context of this report are: teachers, teachers’ associations, school principals and administrators, local authorities and municipalities, as well as social partners representatives and occupational councils.
on the reference report itself and issues of common interest like the validation of non-formal and informal learning, international qualifications, implementation of the framework and the updating of the NQFs of the Nordic countries.

To ensure impartiality and efficient consultation, the coordination committee contracted an international expert, Ms Margaret Cameron of MSC Consulting, former manager of the Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework Partnership and now an international expert for the development and implementation of the Bahrain Qualifications Framework. Margaret Cameron was supported by Dr David Bottomley, former Deputy Head of the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education in Scotland.
2. The European Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning

The European Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning (EQF) is a common European frame of reference designed to serve as a translation device to make qualifications more readable and understandable across different countries and systems in Europe, allowing the comparison of qualifications from one national system with the qualifications of another. The principal objectives of the EQF are to support people’s mobility between countries and to promote lifelong learning for all.

The EQF is an overarching framework that contains eight reference levels described in terms of learning outcomes, based on the concepts of knowledge, skills and competences. It is a meta-framework that is meant to serve as a reference point for national systems, but does not concern itself with the ways in which countries structure their education and training policies, priorities or their institutions. The referencing process involves the NQF systems as a whole, whereas individual qualifications are not referenced to the EQF.

The EQF was formally adopted by the European Parliament and Council on 23 April 2008 following a process of development and consultation that was initiated in 2004 in response to requests from stakeholders in the field of education and training in various European countries for a common reference tool to increase the transparency of qualifications. The message was that it was essential for Europe to immediately invest more, and in a more efficient manner, in education and training and that each of the member states must define a clear policy for lifelong learning. Developing a European Qualifications Framework that would be a reference for a National Qualifications Framework in each country was thought to be essential in this policy work.

In order to support the referencing process, the European Commission established an EQF Advisory Group composed of relevant experts from the participating countries. The aim of the EQF Advisory Group is to ensure overall coherence in the reference process. For this purpose, the Advisory Group has developed a set of ten criteria and procedures for referencing national frameworks to the EQF. The process of referencing the Icelandic qualifications framework to the EQF has been undertaken in line with these criteria and procedures and is presented in this report.

The ten referencing criteria are addressed in Chapter 5 of the report and an overview of the European Qualifications Framework (EQF) is provided in Annex 1.
3. The Icelandic Education System and its Qualifications

The formal Icelandic education system is divided into four levels; pre-school education, compulsory education, upper-secondary education and higher education. Adult education, either formal or informal, is situated at the post-compulsory level. The structure of the Icelandic education system is shown in the following illustration:

3.1 Legislative Framework

A complete revision of the overall legislation governing the Icelandic education system has taken place over the last few years. In 2006 the Althing (The Icelandic Parliament) passed a framework legislation on universities, The Act on Higher Education Institutions no. 63/2006, where clear references were defined in the context of the development of learning at university level and of assurance of its quality.
In the spring of 2008 the Althing passed five bills that marked the future path for all school levels and for the education and appointment of teachers. These were the Pre-school Act no. 90/2008, The Compulsory School Act no. 91/2008, The Upper Secondary School Act no. 92/2008 and The Act on Education and Recruitment of Teachers and Head Teachers in Pre-School, Compulsory School and Upper Secondary School no. 87/2008, along with The Act on Public Higher Education Institutions no. 85/2008. The Adult Education Act no. 27/2010 completed the picture of the overall revision in 2010.

On the basis of the new legislation, a National Curriculum Guide was issued by the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture in May 2011, which provides a detailed framework for school activities at pre-school, compulsory and upper secondary levels as well as a guide through their objectives and goals.

The policy behind the new educational legislation is the policy of lifelong learning where the whole education system is seen as a whole from pre-school to university and adult education. It was developed in cooperation with all relevant stakeholders, including teachers’ organisations, local authorities, municipalities, associations and the social partners.

The development of the ISQF was an integral part of the new legislation and corresponding curricula and was done in parallel to the revision of the Icelandic education system and development of new curricula, with the principle of learning outcomes and the national qualifications levels as main criteria in the educational reform. Descriptors were developed alongside the new curricula and focus groups were used to test the descriptors at the ISQF levels and also to verify that the level descriptions fit different final exams from different study programmes. Qualification levels are stipulated in the National Curricula.

The policy making also referred to the main emphases in educational development at international level, especially within the EU. Participation of Icelandic representatives in various policy working groups, which were established to implement the Treaty of Lisbon and are open to members of the EEA, has been beneficial to this process.

### 3.2 Pre-schools

The pre-primary school level is defined as the first level of the education system according to the new legislation as stipulated in the Pre-school Act from 2008. The objective of the pre-school is to provide education and care for children below the age at which compulsory education begins. The primary mission of the pre-school is to provide care and organise general activities as well as to motivate learning through play. At this school level, all learning that takes place is an integral part of the basic pre-school activities, play, daily care and general life-skills, and is not defined as providing qualifications and thus not associated with any qualifications level.
3.3 Compulsory Education

Compulsory education is organised in a single structure system, i.e. primary and lower secondary education form a part of the same school level, covering children’s basic education from the age of 6 to 16. The law concerning compulsory education stipulates that education shall be mandatory for children and adolescents between the ages of six and sixteen. The Compulsory School Act from 2008 introduced some changes that were mainly a progressive continuation of previous legislative developments. The Act introduces provisions for developing more individualised learning and flexibility for pupils. It places more weight on quality assurance and puts emphasis on ensuring continuity and progression during the schooling process, than previous legislation. The Act also defines learning outcomes for the education level, placing it at ISQF level 1.

Compulsory education in Iceland is mainly concerned with providing pupils with general life skills and key competences. In terms of learning outcomes, the first competence level of the upper secondary school overlaps with the lower secondary level of the compulsory school as the description of the first level of the upper secondary school is also valid for the learning outcomes and competence objectives for the final stages of the compulsory school. This overlap is the result of the emphasis at policy level to strengthen the links between school levels to increase flexibility and thus enhance the overall study completion rate.

3.4 Upper Secondary Education

The Upper Secondary School Act no. 92/2008 introduced significant changes to the way upper secondary education was structured. New final examinations and certificates were introduced with the aim of ensuring access to suitable studies for all pupils and increasing the number of individuals that complete their studies with defined learning outcomes from upper secondary school. The organisation of study programmes and curricula was considerably decentralised and educational institutions were entrusted with increased responsibility of developing study provisions, both in general and on the margins of educational levels in order to increase flexibility and the possibilities of pupils transferring between school levels. Thus, with the new legislation, educational institutions develop their own study programmes and then send their descriptions to the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture for confirmation and validation.

The concept of fundamental pillars and key competences are introduced in the Icelandic National Curriculum Guide for Upper Secondary Schools from 2011, based on the Upper Secondary School Act from 2008. Six fundamental pillars of education are defined that are to be reflected in upper secondary school activities. These are: creative work; education for sustainability; literacy in its widest sense; health and welfare; democracy and human rights and equality. The key competences should link the fundamental pillars to the objectives of the learning outcomes, and these are: creative thinking and utilisation of knowledge; education for sustainability; literacy
and expression in Icelandic; literacy and expression in foreign languages; health; democracy and human rights; learnability and equality.

According to the National Curriculum Guide, all studies at upper secondary school level are divided into four levels of competence. However, the lower levels pertaining to the upper secondary level can overlap with the compulsory school level at one end (ISQF level 1) and the highest level can overlap with the university level at the other end (ISQF level 4).

The graphical illustration below shows how qualifications are placed within the ISQF, which also explains the overlap of qualifications between education levels. The picture can also be found in the answer to Criterion 2, explaining the structure of the ISQF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISQF level</th>
<th>Examples of Qualifications</th>
<th>EQF level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Doctorate degree</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Master and Candidatus degree</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bachelor degree</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Diploma at higher education level</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Matriculation examination</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Upper secondary school leaving certificate, other final examinations</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Upper secondary school leaving certificate, other final examinations, compulsory school final examination</td>
<td>1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The qualifications of the ISQF levels show gradually increased demand on the pupils’ knowledge, skills and competences, leading to greater specialisation and professionalism. The learning outcomes of each programme are linked to a competence level. The final objectives of study programmes are linked to competence criteria and indicate the competences that pupils are expected to have achieved upon graduation.

Study programmes in the upper secondary school end at certain qualification levels. By classifying them according to qualification levels, different requirements for the students’ competences upon graduation are accented, regardless of the programme being academic, artistic or vocational.

Key competences, fundamental pillars and increased specialisation are emphasised in the description of the qualification levels. The description of the qualification levels is student oriented and independent of school level and education provider. The qualification levels are to indicate tasks and study requirements and are guidelines for
writing descriptions for course units and study programmes. The qualification levels are also informative for interested parties, both students and the economy, and the school level that receives the students upon graduation.

Upper secondary schools use a unit-credit system, so called secondary school credits, which make it possible to assess pupils’ work in any study programme. A secondary school credit is defined as the standard for the work effort of upper secondary school students, whether their studies are vocational or academic, and whether they take place at school or elsewhere. Each secondary school credit equals 18 to 24 hours of work, corresponding to pupils working an average of three days, six to eight hours a day. Each school module is composed of a certain number of credits and is assigned a level in the ISQF based on the expected learning outcomes.

### 3.4.1. Qualifications at Upper Secondary Level

The Upper Secondary School Act and the National Curriculum Guide define four qualification levels at upper secondary school level. The first level extends to both the compulsory school and the upper secondary school and focuses on general education. The requirements for democracy, human rights, equality and sustainability are linked to everyday life and the individual being socially active. Students that have acquired this key competence show in their everyday life and communication that they respect other people, their values and human rights. Studies at the first level can also involve general preparation for employment where little specialisation is required and work is done under the supervision of others. In study programmes that end with the first qualification level, requirements for study progress can be unconventional and assessment primarily meant to be guiding for how students can reach their goals.

Study programmes that end at level two are characterised by short specialisation that mainly aims at professional preparation for further studies or employment that requires the employee to show responsibility and independence within a certain framework and/or under the supervision of others. The general competence of being an active citizen is expected to have been attained and attention is turned to being active and responsible in the working environment. Qualifications at the first two levels of the ISQF are relevant for both the individuals acquiring them and for employment in the labour market. Examples of qualifications at these levels are school assistant at level 1, and social and health care assistant at level 2.

Study programmes that end at level three are characterised by increased requirements for knowledge, skills and competences related to specialisation and professionalism. The studies incorporate preparation for university education, regulated professions, specialised vocational education and artistic studies. Upon graduation at level three students are to be able to work independently, be responsible for planning and carrying out projects and evaluating their work.

The fourth level involves studies that take place either at the upper secondary school or under its auspices, or at university. Study completion at the fourth level is characterised by increased specialisation and/or extension, or specialisation concerning management, guidance, development or innovation.
The Ministry of Education issues arrangement of qualification levels for confirmed study completion of study programmes at upper secondary level and adult education level.

Students at upper secondary schools have the opportunity to complete their studies in study programmes that are defined at different qualification levels. The aim is to ensure that everyone can leave upper secondary school with at least some qualification, regardless of e.g. learning disabilities. Additionally, students can go on to further studies if they have completed the first three levels of the upper secondary school. VET students, however, need to complement their studies with academic subjects if they wish to enter studies at university level. Some schools provide their students with the opportunity to complete matriculation examination alongside their VET studies. Students have the possibility to graduate at different levels and upper secondary schools issue certificates to certify learning outcomes at each level.

3.4.2 Upper Secondary School Leaving Examination

The possibility of leaving upper secondary school with qualifications below traditional final examinations, such as matriculation examination or vocational education certificate, was introduced with the new Upper Secondary School Act from 2008. The result was the upper secondary school leaving examination that signifies the emphasis that is placed on the duty to provide young people with formal education, suited to their individual needs, until they are 18 years old. It is also meant to meet the needs of students who do not – or cannot, aim at other forms of graduation. Thus schools can either link the upper secondary school leaving examination to a defined study programme or to another form of the student’s participation at school designed for the student’s special needs. However, final objectives and learning outcomes should always be clear.

The upper secondary school leaving examination can be defined either at the first or second qualifications level depending on the requirements stipulated in the learning outcomes. The content of the studies can be classified as vocational, academic or artistic, but involving the objectives that characterise the qualification level of the studies. The extent of the upper secondary school leaving examination depends on the final objectives of the studies but should always be 90 to 120 secondary school credits. If a study programme for mentally disabled students is to be completed with this examination, the same rules are valid for extent of the studies.

After upper secondary school leaving examination is completed, a certificate is issued listing the qualification level of the studies, reference to the learning outcomes, a list of courses, grades where suitable and a list of other activities in which the student has participated, and are relevant to the exam.

The following table summarises the main characteristics of the upper secondary school leaving examination at ISQF level 1 and at ISQF level 2.
1

- **Content**: studies involve general preparation for further studies or employment on the labour market where little specialisation is required and work is done under the supervision of others.
- **Organisation**: can involve academic, artistic and/or vocational education and be organised as an integral study programme or be linked to the study programmes of the school in various ways. It can involve career days or on-the-job training.
- **Extent**: 90-120 secondary school credits
- **Rights**: upon graduation with upper secondary school leaving examination at level 1, students can choose either unskilled employment or further studies at upper secondary school level.

2

- **Content**: studies are characterised by rather short specialisation that mainly aims at professional preparation for further studies or employment that require the employee to show responsibility and independence within a certain framework and/or under the supervision of others.
- **Organisation**: can involve academic, artistic and/or vocational education and be organised as an integral study programme or be linked to the study programmes of the school in various ways. It can involve on-the-job training.
- **Extent**: 90-120 secondary school credits
- **Rights**: upon graduation with upper secondary school leaving examination at level two, students can choose either employment that does not require much specialisation, further studies or accreditation for the study programmes of the upper secondary school level.

3.4.3 **Vocational Examination for Professional Rights**

Vocational examination for professional rights is defined with learning outcomes in programmes providing rights for regulated professions or to receive a journeyman’s certificate. These learning outcomes can be defined at qualification levels two, three or four.

Qualifications levels of vocational study programmes shall take into consideration the requirements of the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture for key competences and competence requirements defined by the occupational council of the trade concerned. Additionally, certain rules are valid for the organisation of these study programmes.

The extent of the studies differs according to the qualifications level. Vocational examination for professional rights at ISQF level two generally includes 90 to 120 secondary school credits, level three 150 to 240 secondary school credits and level four is 30 to 120 secondary school credits, building on previously achieved learning.

Upon graduation the upper secondary school issues a vocational certificate for professional rights and the responsible Ministry provides the relevant licence. The certificate from the upper secondary school is to denote the qualifications level of the learning outcomes, a list of the courses taken, work-based learning, vocational training and grades.

The table below depicts the main features of the vocational examination for professional rights at ISQF levels 2, 3 and 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISQF level</th>
<th>Vocational examination for professional rights – main characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Content: studies are characterised by rather short specialisation that aims at professional preparation for further studies or employment where the employee is required to show certain responsibility and independence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Organisation: studies are organised as vocational education and involves on-the-job training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Extent: 60-120 secondary school credits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Rights: upon graduation with vocational examination for professional rights at the second level, students can choose either further studies or employment that requires professional rights. Continued studies involve specialisation within the vocational studies or accreditation for the study programmes of the upper secondary school level.

3

• Content: studies are characterised by specialised preparation for regulated professions that require the employee to be able to work independently, be responsible for planning and carrying out projects and evaluating their own work.
• Organisation: studies are organised as vocational education and involves on-the-job training
• Extent: 180-240 secondary school credits
• Rights: upon graduation with vocational examination for professional rights at the third level, students can choose either further studies or employment which requires professional rights. Further studies involve increased specialisation and development at the workplace at the fourth competence level, additional studies for matriculation examination and studies at university level, or accreditation for other study programmes of the upper secondary school level.

4

• Content: studies are characterised by increased specialisation and/or extension, or specialisation concerning management, guidance, development or innovation.
• Organisation: studies are organised as vocational education or job-related training
• Extent: 30 – 120 secondary school credits
• Rights: upon graduation with vocational examination for professional rights at the fourth level, students can choose either further studies at the fourth level, jobs with many responsibilities on the labour market, or jobs in the regulated professions. The studies can, in some cases, be accredited for certain studies at university level.

3.4.4 Matriculation Examination

The aim of the traditional matriculation examination is to prepare students for university education in Iceland or abroad. Duration of study for matriculation examination can differ depending on study programmes and schools, but the students’ contribution is never to be less than 200 secondary school credits. Learning outcomes are, without exception, to be defined at qualification level three. The content of the studies for matriculation depends on the final objectives of the study programme but is also defined according to what kind of preparation for university education the study programme in question offers. The central issue of the studies can be academic, artistic or vocational.

The qualifications framework for matriculation study programmes are to be according to the requirements of the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture and qualification requirements of the university level. In addition to rules on minimal number of secondary school credits, special rules concern studies for matriculation. They involve qualification requirements in core subjects and other subjects, in addition to general rules relating to content and organisation of study programmes with learning outcomes at qualification level three.

Upon graduation a matriculation certificate is issued listing the special study programme, qualification level of learning outcomes, list of courses and grades. Matriculation does not automatically secure admission to all university education. Universities and faculties can make different requirements which students are additionally expected to meet and in some cases students have to take entrance examinations.

The table below shows the main characteristics of the matriculation examination at ISQF level 3.
Matriculation examination – main characteristics

3

• Content: studies are characterised by specialised preparation for university. Upon graduation from the third competence level, students are to be able to work independently, be responsible for planning and carrying out projects, and evaluating their own work.
• Organisation: studies are generally organised as academic but can involve vocational training, vocational and/or artistic education
• Extent: 200-240 secondary school credits
• Rights: upon graduation with matriculation examination, students can choose either further studies at university level or employment on the labour market that does not require professional rights. Matriculation examination does not automatically ensure admission to all studies at university level. Different universities or university faculties can make various special requirements which students are additionally expected to meet and in some cases students have to take entrance examinations.

3.4.5 Other Final Examinations

Final examinations other than matriculation examination, vocational examination for professional rights or upper secondary school leaving examination, are classified as other final examinations from upper secondary school. These include various learning outcomes that can be defined at qualification levels one, two or three. The qualifications framework for the study programmes denotes the specialisation that can be either vocational, artistic, academic or general education. Competence criteria are to take into consideration the relevant requirements of the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, or the requirements of the profession or university field of study in question. If the qualifications framework of study programmes neither applies to preparation for specific employment nor further studies at university level, schools can seek guidance at the Ministry concerning qualification requirements.

The extent of other final examinations differs depending on the qualifications level to which the learning outcomes are linked. Other final examinations with learning outcomes at qualifications level one generally involve 30 to 120 secondary school credits, at level two generally 90 to 120 credits and at level three 150 to 240 secondary school credits. The extent of the study programmes for students with mental disabilities can be up to 240 secondary school credits, although they are defined as final examination at qualifications level one.

In the table below, the main features of other final examinations at ISQF levels 1, 2 and 3 are summarised.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISQF level</th>
<th>Other final examinations – main characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1          | • Content: the studies involve general preparation for continued studies or employment on the labour market that does not require extensive specialisation and are carried out under the direction or supervision of others.  
• Organisation: the studies are either organised as academic, artistic or vocational education and can involve career days or on-the-job training  
• Extent: 30 – 120 secondary school credits, but up to 240 secondary school credits for students with mental disabilities  
• Rights: upon graduation at the first competence level students can choose unskilled employment or further studies at upper secondary school level |
| 2          | • Content: the studies are characterised by short specialisation which mainly aims at professional preparation for further studies or employment where the employee is required to show responsibility and independence within a certain framework or under the direction of others  
• Organisation: the studies are organised either as academic, artistic or vocational education and can involve career days or on-the-job training  |
3.4.6 Additional Education at Upper Secondary School

Additional education at upper secondary school incorporates learning outcomes from study programmes that upper secondary schools offer as continuation of defined study completion at qualification level three. Additional education at upper secondary school is defined as upper secondary school studies at qualification level four and they are to be defined by secondary school credits.

Icelandic or foreign universities can decide to assess additional education at upper secondary school for ECTS\(^4\) credits and this can be mentioned in any given source of information about the studies. The number of secondary school credits is, however, entirely the decision of the university in question.

The extent of the additional studies varies according to the learning outcomes. It is aimed at increased professional specialisation, management and development of the field of work. If the studies involve certified professional rights, for example master craftsman examination, the upper secondary school is to act according to the requirements set by the Ministry of Education in collaboration with the respective occupational council.

The table below provides a summary of the main features of additional education at upper secondary level at ISQF level 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISQF level</th>
<th>Additional education at upper secondary school – main characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 4          | • Content: studies are characterised by increased specialisation and/or extension of specialisation concerning management, guidance, development or innovation  
            • Organisation: studies are either organised as academic, artistic or vocational education. Additional education at upper secondary school level is defined as upper secondary school studies and they are to be defined by secondary school credits. Precursor requirements with learning outcomes at this level are generally graduation from level three.  
            • Extent: 30 – 120 secondary school credits  
            • Rights: upon graduation at the fourth level, students can choose either further studies at level four or jobs with many responsibilities on the labour market. The studies can, in some cases, be accredited for certain studies at university level. |

---

4 European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS) is a standard for comparing the study attainment and performance of students of higher education in Europe. ECTS credits are awarded for studies within the system.
with many responsibilities on the labour market. The studies can, in some cases, be accredited for certain studies at university level.

### 3.5 Higher Education

The system of higher education in Iceland is divided into three cycles to comply with the Bologna process. With the new Higher Education Act of 2006, the system of higher education was adapted to the Bologna process, including an obligatory Diploma Supplement, introduction of the ECTS-system as well as an Icelandic National Qualifications Framework for Higher Education (ISQFHE). The ISQFHE was first issued in 2007 following the enactment of the Higher Education Act and then revised in 2010.

The ISQFHE, as a framework for higher education, was thus developed before the ISQF. During the revision in 2010, the concepts of knowledge, skills and competences in the learning outcomes descriptors were simplified with the objective of conforming to the concepts of the ISQF. Still, there are some incongruities in the descriptors at higher education level compared to lower levels descriptors, as the two systems were developed separately. This can be observed in the descriptors in Annex 1 and in Chapter 5.2 in the response to Criterion 2 for referencing the ISQF to the EQF.

The Icelandic National Qualifications Framework for Higher Education stipulates that it includes a systematic description of learning outcomes and the structure of the degrees that are awarded at higher education institutions in Iceland. The design of the framework is based on the degree structure stipulated by the Bologna process. In developing the ISQFHE, a consultation with relevant stakeholders of the higher education system was conducted. Systems from other countries such as the UK and the Nordic countries, as well as the Dublin descriptors, were taken into account. As a result of this, the ISQFHE is not just an adopted, but an adapted framework suited to the structure of a smaller nations’ education system.

The following table shows the structure of degrees of the current ISQFHE\(^5\):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels</th>
<th>Credits (ECTS)</th>
<th>Total credits (ECTS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cycle 4</strong> (ISCED 5)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1.1 Diploma</td>
<td>30 – 120</td>
<td>30 – 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1.2 Bachelor degree</td>
<td>180 - 240</td>
<td>180 - 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 2.1</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate studies at master level</td>
<td>30 – 120</td>
<td>210 – 360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^5\) From 2010.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>ISCED 6</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Masters degree</td>
<td>90 – 120</td>
<td>270 - 360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Doctoral degree</td>
<td>180 -</td>
<td>450 -</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All higher education institutions in Iceland, accredited by the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture according to the Higher Education Act no. 63/2006, shall follow the ISQFHE, which describes the qualifications that graduated students are to master, when they finish their studies on different levels. The ISQFHE also demands that each higher education institution describes the learning outcomes of each study programme and each course.

The ISQFHE includes a description of the structure for studies and degrees, where emphasis is placed on a description of a student’s knowledge and competence at the end of a course of study. The ISQFHE has clear guidelines for the structure of courses of studies and for the degree the universities will award. According to this framework, there are three subsequent cycles of higher education: Bachelors degree, Masters and Candidatus degree; and Doctorate degree. As each cycle can cover different qualification objectives, the cycles are divided into levels.

The Higher Education Act no. 63/2006 requires all higher education institutions to define learning outcomes for each study programme. The higher education institutions’ definition shall be a specialized description relevant to the study programmes offered. The higher education institutions should preferably demonstrate in which way the objectives of the definition are attained by each course or each study level, i.e. by defining their learning outcomes. Higher education institutions shall specify, in their Diploma Supplements, to which cycle and level each study programme belongs to, according to the National Qualifications Framework for Higher Education in Iceland (ISQFHE).

### 3.6 Adult Education

Adult education was traditionally not regulated by law in Iceland but developed according to needs and trends of the society and the labour market, alongside the formal education system. Until recently there was no legislation on lifelong learning which individuals acquired through adult education providers. This changed with the Adult Education Act nr. 27/2010 that intends to provide some guidance, especially regarding accreditation, funding and the validation of non-formal and informal learning, with the objective of increasing study completion rates and raising the overall education level of the nation.

With the new Adult Education Act, curricula and course descriptions developed at adult education level can be certified by the Minister of Education, Science and
Culture, or a body assigned the task by the Minister. The certification entails a confirmation that the study fulfils general requirements for the organisation and quality of teaching, as well as the specific requirements for study content.

Historically, validation of competences has always been built into the Icelandic school system, even though the current notion of it is rather recent at international as well as national levels. Professional experience has been regarded to be important and a vital part of vocational education and training. In fact, until recently, individuals who had been working in a particular trade for 10 years, could have their skills evaluated and even undergo a journeyman’s certificate based on experience only. As for academic education, placement exams have been used for validation in specific subjects for the purpose of shortening learning cycles or for recognition between schools. Provisions that allow upper secondary schools to evaluate individuals’ skills and competences are built into the legal framework, and the responsibility lies with each educational institutions. Similar rules apply to the higher education level. Admission requirements can take into account non-formal and informal education, based on assessment of general knowledge and maturity of applicants.

Within the Lisbon objectives, Iceland identified the promotion of adult education as a means to combat the relatively high drop-out rate as points of special emphasis. During the initial discussion about the EQF Icelandic stakeholders considered it to be an important tool to validate skills and competences acquired outside the formal school system.

3.7 Validation of Non-formal and Informal Learning

Validation of non-formal and informal learning in Iceland is based on the idea that learning does not only take place inside the formal school system but in all kinds of situations and in all kinds of contexts. All learning is seen as valuable and should therefore be documented, irrespective of where it was acquired.

With validation of non-formal and informal learning, opportunities for adults on the labour market to achieve education and training to further increase their competences are enhanced. By receiving recognition of their competences, individuals can continue their education based on their competence level at any given moment, and do not have to start from where their formal education ended. Validation of real skills can motivate adults on the labour market to complete a formal education, by providing re-entry into the education system and facilitating study completion.

The main incentives for developing a system for recognition of non-formal and informal learning were:

- provision of shorter learning cycles
- more transparent education and training pathways
• cost-effective individualised learning.

The system was expected to contribute to enhanced study completion, improved access to education and training opportunities for the general public and increased economic growth by enhancing the educational level in Iceland. The main incentive for individuals participating in the validation process is to gain credits to be able to finish their studies with focus on learning outcomes and their personal level of achievement. Individual empowerment, and the assurance of being able to achieve recognition, has also been identified as important incentives for participants.

In the validation process, the system of validation of non-formal and informal learning applies the credit validation presented in the National Curriculum Guidelines for Upper Secondary Schools, which is issued by the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture and implemented by the upper secondary schools, both academic and vocational. When assessing the value of non-formal and informal learning, the upper secondary schools play a vital part in the process, as they are the validation bodies according to law. This means that all validation of vocational education must be carried out in collaboration with the upper secondary school system. The implementation of the validation system is the responsibility of collaborative structures established by the social partners.

Through the process of national policy making concerning lifelong learning, participation of the relevant stakeholders has been regarded of paramount importance. Representatives from federations of employers and trade unions as well as the occupational councils have been involved in the policy making process in order to ensure cooperation between education and industry. The system for validation of non-formal and informal learning has now been piloted and launched and has proved to be very efficient, especially when it comes to vocational education and training, providing the opportunity for people to graduate with ISQF level 3 qualifications.

The Icelandic validation system can be more easily linked to professional and vocational recognition than to academic qualifications as validation in VET is concerned with demonstrable skills, while validation in academic subjects is more abstract. Evaluation is more objective when it comes to vocational and professional skills and can be carried out with different assessment methods, whereas academic recognition is more subjective, and is mainly carried out with exams. So once the system is in place and the referencing process has been approved, it will provide real indicators for reference of real skills and competences needed for validation of learning taking place outside formal education, as a gateway into finalising studies at upper secondary level.

During the development process of the validation system, some concerns were expressed on behalf of the formal school system, such as that recognition of non-formal and informal learning could possibly undermine the value of formal vocational education and training. As for quality assurance, The Education and Training Service Centre, an organisation owned by the social partners, is the responsible body. The
Centre is responsible for issuing curricula for non-formal training and for developing methods of quality assurance of recognition of non-formal and informal learning based on quality criteria established by the European Qualifications Framework.
4. The Icelandic Qualifications Framework

4.1 Qualification Levels of the ISQF

The objective of the ISQF and its qualifications, referring in particular to the four qualification levels pertaining to the upper secondary level, is to create a framework for learning outcomes at different levels of education for academic, vocational and artistic studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISQF level</th>
<th>Description of principal competences</th>
<th>EQF level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Research with focus on creating new knowledge in a specific field</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Research involving organised, complex processes and technical specialisation, applied in an appropriate and responsible manner</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Specialisation within a field of study or profession with knowledge, specialised methodology and research, as well as communication of that knowledge</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Increased specialisation and/or expansion related to innovation and development</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Specialised preparation for higher education, legalised professions, vocational and artistic education</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Preparation for specific professions and specialised preparatory studies</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>General education, personal maturity and democratic activity</td>
<td>1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first level is an overlap between the compulsory and upper secondary schools and involves general education and requires pupils to have a general understanding of concepts such as democracy, human rights, equality and sustainability, stressing the importance of the pupil becoming an active citizen in society. First level studies can also involve general preparation for employment where little specialisation is required and work is carried out under supervision. Second level qualifications are characterised by short specialisation, mainly aiming at professional preparation for further studies or employment.

Level three qualifications require more competences and independence, preparing pupils for studies at higher education level, or for the regulated professions and level four can involve an overlap between upper secondary and higher education with more emphasis on autonomy, creativity and innovation.

Levels five, six and seven are all higher education qualifications, taking place within universities or research institutions. These higher qualifications require specialisation within a field of study or profession, emphasis on research, technical specialisation and the creation of new knowledge. Within the ISQF, these follow the division into
cycles and levels according to the Bologna process, but are integrated into the ISQF in their present form.

4.2 Development and Implementation

The work on developing an Icelandic National Qualifications System started in 2006. The first step was taken at higher education level, with the 2006 Higher Education Act, requiring all higher education institutions to devise study programme descriptions based on the principle of learning outcomes. The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture collaborated with higher education institutions’ representatives in defining a qualifications framework that reflected the division of higher education into cycles and levels according to the Bologna process.

In October 2006, the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture organised a conference within the frame of the EU Lifelong Learning policy work in Iceland, inviting relevant players and stakeholders with the objective of taking stock of the process of the Lisbon Declaration and to plan the work on specific policy issues of interest at national level. Working groups were established before the conference, including one group that had the task of discussing the EQF and its implementation and potential impact in Iceland. The conference also contributed to the then on-going process of revising the whole education system, which resulted in new legislation for all education levels, starting with the Higher Education Act in 2006, other formal education in 2008 and completed with the Adult Education Act in 2010. One of the most important changes made was the shift to the principle of learning outcomes.

Policy work related to the event in October 2006 marked the formal start of the development of an overall Icelandic Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning; the ISQF. During the preparation of the new legislation for the remaining three education levels, Ministry representatives visited Edinburgh to study the Scottish qualifications framework. In continuation, provisions enabling the implementation of a qualifications framework were introduced into bills that were being developed at that time for the new Acts on pre-school education, compulsory education and upper-secondary education, as well as for teacher education. The four Acts were passed by Parliament (Althingi) in 2008.

The new Upper Secondary School Act introduced a shift from a centralised system, where the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture defined study programmes and issued course descriptions, to a system where individual upper secondary schools propose the structure and content of their study programmes. In connection with the system revision, the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture decided to take the opportunity to develop an overall ISQF to ensure quality and transparency of the new system.

The Ministry (NCP) worked on developing descriptors for the lower ISQF levels in 2008 and 2009. This was done through open collaboration with upper secondary
schools and main stakeholders, in particular the occupational councils, which at the same time were devising their own methods of defining study programme descriptions. As the work progressed, draft qualifications level descriptors were published on a special website which allowed people to comment on the work during the process. The Ministry organised meetings for representatives of various academic and vocational study programmes as well as for students, inviting them to discuss the definition and adoption of descriptions of knowledge, skills and competences, the number of qualifications levels and the level descriptors. NCP representatives visited all upper secondary schools in Iceland during the process to discuss the introduction of the system with head staff and organise seminars for teachers.

In 2009 the Ministry (NCP) established three task groups that involved representatives of upper secondary school teachers and university teachers. Their task was to discuss whether some core subjects such as Icelandic, mathematics and foreign languages could be placed at specific qualification levels based on knowledge, skills and competences. At that point, academic teachers seemed to struggle a bit with this new notion, but after a whole winters’ work and discussions with teachers all over the country, level descriptors were finalised. A decision was made to place all courses at the appropriate qualifications level, in order to ensure that the learning outcomes descriptions were consistent with the relevant qualifications level.

As a follow-up, task groups were established in 2012 to define knowledge, skills and competences for study programmes placing them at the relevant qualifications level, for all study programmes; from arts to sports and from natural sciences to social sciences. This work has been instrumental in defining learning outcomes and the content for the different study programmes so they can be placed at the appropriate qualifications level. In addition, the task groups serve to fulfil the goal of introducing the concept of the work and to bring out the leadership needed within the school community. Throughout the process, teachers have been encouraged to adopt the qualifications levels’ concept and to assimilate it into their everyday teaching. Those responsible for developing curricula are also encouraged to integrate the concept into their work and structure courses that will support gradually increasing requirements consistent with the relevant learning outcomes.

In 2010 other five task groups were established to focus on vocational education and training (VET). The members were vocational teachers from various upper secondary vocational schools as well as occupational councils’ representatives. The objective of these task groups was to examine whether the number of qualifications levels and the level descriptors were appropriate to vocational education and to emphasise the integration of learning outcomes. The reaction of the representatives was very positive. This led to the establishment of specific, sectoral task groups, e.g. for the electrical trades, house building, mechanical trades and nurse assistants that handed in fairly similar qualifications’ descriptors. Finally, a task group consisting of members from the sectoral groups was established to define criteria to describe knowledge, skills and competences for VET at ISQF levels 1, 2 and 3. These criteria are now used by upper secondary schools in structuring vocational study programmes.
With the adoption of the new Upper Secondary School Act, vocational councils had to be re-appointed, but as this was delayed, it was not until 2010 that the ISQF was presented to the new occupational councils. This marks the start of the formal participation of the social partners in the development of the ISQF, even though some representatives had already been involved through the task groups. As a step to emphasising and integrating learning outcomes and the ISQF, and to ensure that the number and structure of levels was satisfactory, the occupational councils were asked to appoint task groups that would collaborate with the Ministry/NCP to make a rational proposal of where to place VET programmes in the ISQF. This work was carried out in the winter of 2010-2011. No serious disagreement came up in the cooperation between the Ministry (NCP) and the occupational councils. The results were presented to the VET community and published on the Ministry’s (NCP’S) website in summer 2011. The results were considered to substantiate the chosen number of levels and descriptors.

In winter 2010-2011, representatives from the Ministry (NCP) and the higher education institutions carried out a revision of the ISQFHE. The delegates reached the decision that the ISQFHE descriptions should be consistent with those at lower levels in terms of knowledge, skills and competences descriptors. At that point, the levels were not renumbered, especially as descriptors for the lower levels weren’t ready yet. At the same time, the NCP were in the process of defining qualifications levels for the whole education system, based on the lifelong learning concept and came up with 10 qualifications levels that described the knowledge, skills and competences from the very first education levels. The representatives involved did not reach an agreement on this approach and decided to work only with the levels that involved defined qualifications based on learning outcomes and which could be connected to the EQF. Subsequently, they decided to develop separate qualifications levels descriptors for each education level, i.e. for levels 1-4 at upper secondary level and cycles 1-3 at higher education level, with the aim of integrating them later on and redefining the level number as levels 1-7. A revised qualifications framework for higher education (ISQFHE) was issued as a Regulation in spring 2011.

General Curriculum Guides for pre-schools, compulsory schools and upper secondary schools were issued in May 2011. They all introduce the six fundamental pillars and pupils’ key competences. The first qualifications level of the ISQF is described in the General Curriculum Guide for Compulsory Schools and the first four in the General Curriculum Guide for Upper Secondary Schools. The curriculum guides are equivalent to a Regulation, meaning that their publication also marks the issuing of the first four qualifications levels of the ISQF.

In the winter of 2011-2012, the vocational councils started developing descriptions for vocational qualifications for the formal VET system. These are intended to guide the upper secondary schools in developing their VET programmes’ descriptions and as a basis for linking learning outcomes to qualifications levels.
The referencing of the ISQF to the EQF took place in 2012 with the report being issued in September 2012. The referencing was carried out by an external expert, who also wrote the referencing report, with the support of the NCP. Alongside the referencing process and the writing of the report, the Ministry’s Department of Science and Higher Education staff prepared the self-certification report for higher education. The aim of the NCP’s cooperation with the self-certification group is to attempt to reach an agreement of reassigning numbers to qualifications levels at higher education level (currently called levels 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2 and 3, see table in chapter 3.5) in order to attain continuous numbers from level 1 through level 7 within the ISQF as a whole.

4.3 Procedures for Including Qualifications in the ISQF

The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture decides on the placement of qualifications at the appropriate levels of the ISQF, after receiving study programme descriptions from schools. Study programmes are developed through a Ministry database with the requirement of providing course descriptions in terms of learning outcomes that are assigned appropriate levels in the ISQF. During the educational reform and in the case of upper secondary education in particular, the methodology of focus groups was used. The focus groups tested descriptors of the ISQF levels and verified that the level descriptors were appropriate to describe the different final exams and certificates for the various study programmes.

Suggestions for placing vocational qualifications within the ISQF are done in cooperation between the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture and the Occupational Councils. The Occupational Councils’ role is to advise the Ministry regarding vocational education at upper secondary school level in their respective occupations. They propose general study objectives and define the needs for knowledge and skills which the study programme descriptions for the respective occupations shall be based on, and shall form a part of the general part of the National Curriculum Guide, and to make proposals for learning outcomes.
5. Criteria for the Referencing Process

The aim of the referencing process is to refer the Icelandic National Qualifications Framework (ISQF) to the European Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning (EQF). The national referencing process is considered to be an autonomous, national process where national stakeholders and authorities agree on the comparison between national qualifications levels and the EQF levels.

5.1 European Qualifications Framework Criteria and Procedures

The Recommendation establishing the EQF invites Member States to refer their qualifications framework levels to the overarching meta-framework provided by the EQF. To guide this process, the EQF Advisory Group has agreed on a set of ten referencing criteria and procedures to guide the referencing process, ensuring that it is well understood and trusted by stakeholders in participating countries.

The following table gives an overview of all 10 Criteria for the Referencing Process:

| 1. The responsibilities and/or legal competence of all relevant national bodies involved in the referencing process, including the National Coordination Point, are clearly determined and published by the competent public authorities. |
| 2. There is a clear and demonstrable link between the qualifications levels in the National Qualifications Framework or system and the level descriptors of the EQF. |
| 3. The National Framework or qualifications system and its qualifications are based on the principle and objective of learning outcomes and linked to arrangements for validation of non-formal and informal learning and, where these exist, to credit systems. |
| 4. The procedures for inclusion of qualifications in the National Qualifications Framework or for describing the place of qualifications in the national qualification system are transparent. |
| 5. The national quality assurance system(s) for education and training refer(s) to the national qualifications Framework or system and are consistent with the relevant European principles and guidelines (as indicated in annex 3 of the Recommendation). |
| 6. The referencing process shall include the stated agreement of the relevant quality assurance bodies. |
| 7. The referencing process shall involve international experts. |
| 8. The competent national body or bodies shall certify the referencing of the national Framework or system with the EQF. One comprehensive report, setting out the referencing and the evidence supporting it shall be published by the competent national bodies, including the National Coordination Point, and shall address separately each of the criteria. |
| 9. The official EQF platform shall maintain a public listing of member states that have confirmed that they have completed the referencing process, including links to completed referencing reports. |
The principal aim of the criteria and procedures is to ensure that the information and documentation published by participating countries on their referencing processes is:

- validated by the competent authorities
- relevant
- transparent
- suitable for comparison
- trustworthy

The emphasis placed in the criteria and procedures on transparency and comparability is reflective of the fact that the ultimate success of EQF will depend on the ability of the participating countries to refer their NQF to it in a demonstrable, explicit and defensible way. The intention is that those who consult this published referencing information, particularly those who are not familiar with a country’s qualifications, will be able to judge its validity.

As well as the emphasis on transparency and comparability, the criteria and procedures also reflect the importance of certain key features of EQF. These include:

- the fundamental importance of the learning outcomes approach to national qualifications Frameworks and EQF (criterion 3);
- the principle that qualifications Frameworks, and qualifications systems more generally, should be underpinned by well developed and robust quality assurance systems (criteria 5 and 6);
- the strength of the relationship between EQF and the ‘Bologna’ Framework for higher education.

The remainder of this section of the report sets out the ten referencing criteria provided by the EQF Advisory Board and provides the Icelandic response to each of them.

### 5.2 Response to the EQF Referencing Criteria

#### Criterion 1

The responsibilities and/or legal competence of all relevant national bodies involved in the referencing process, including the National Coordination Point, are clearly determined and published by the competent public authorities.
The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture is responsible for the referencing process, as the national authority for education, policy making, qualifications and quality assurance in the field of education at all levels. This role is clearly determined and published. The duty of the National Coordination Point (NCP) is assigned to the Ministry’s Department of Education. The NCP role is carried out by the ISQF coordination committee’s three experts from the Department of Education of the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture; Ms Björg Pétursdóttir, Head of Division of Policy and Development, Mr Ólafur Grétar Kristjánsson and Ms Kristrún Ísaksdóttir, both Advisers in the Division of Vocational and Adult Education.

During the first phase of preparation of the ISQF, relevant stakeholders were involved through open method of coordination, by inviting them to attend two seminars organised by the Ministry within the framework of the Lisbon process. The former seminar was held in 2006 and the second one in 2009. The aim was to provide a forum to discuss the development of Icelandic education policy in the context of Europe. One of the main topics of the events was the eventual development of an Icelandic National Qualifications Framework.

As a follow-up to the seminars, interested stakeholders were invited to participate in a working group to discuss the ISQF, its objectives, development, relevance and structure. The working group included representatives from educational institutions at upper secondary and higher education level, the social partners, lifelong learning centres as well as from civil society organisations. The working group provided important input and recommendations to the coordination committee in the first phase of development of the ISQF. It is foreseen that a formal coordination group will be established in order to follow up the future implementation of the ISQF. It will consist of representatives from upper secondary schools, teachers’ associations, social partners, lifelong learning centres and municipal authorities.

Following the entry into force of the revised legislation for all education levels in 2006-2010, establishing the principle of learning outcomes, the referencing process was formally started.

The referencing report was written by an external expert, guided and assisted by the NCP coordination committee, as well as by the appointed international expert. The task of the writer of the report was to document and carry out the reference between the ISQF and the EQF based on analysis of the frameworks and the work of the coordination committee, as well as of relevant legislation and the consultation process that took place during the development of the ISQF. Following this process, the referencing report has been certified by the competent national body, the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture.
The methodology applied during the referencing process undertaken in Iceland consisted of structural referencing at the outset of the work on the one hand and of conceptual referencing on the other hand as work progressed further. The referencing process started by comparing the structure of the ISQF vis-à-vis the EQF and then a detailed comparison of the descriptors of the learning outcomes of qualification levels of the two frameworks was carried out. The structural comparison was based on the existing hierarchy of qualifications at a certain point in time, while a detailed conceptual comparison of descriptors was learning outcomes based.

The referencing was carried out by an external expert, Ms Adalheidur Jonsdottir, Head of Communications and Senior Adviser at The Icelandic Centre for Research, in close cooperation with the NCP.

**Structural Comparison**

The results of the structural comparison show a clear and demonstrable link between the levels in the ISFQ and the level descriptors of EQF in the following manner:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISQF</th>
<th>EQF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level 7</td>
<td>Level 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 6</td>
<td>Level 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td>Level 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>Level 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Level 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1</td>
<td>Level 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ISQF has seven levels, whereas the EQF has eight, with the first level of the ISQF corresponding to the first two levels of the EQF, as the descriptors for ISQF level 1 are slightly more demanding than EQF level 1. The illustration below shows how the qualifications levels are placed within the ISQF.
The first level qualifications of the ISQF are awarded for first upper secondary school leaving examination, but are actually the same as the descriptors for compulsory school completion. Even though there are no specific qualifications awarded at compulsory school level there is a clear overlap in the learning outcomes descriptors. Actually, there are overlaps at both ends of the upper secondary school level. The first level thus includes the learning attained at compulsory school level even though the qualification also pertains to the upper secondary level. Another overlap may occur between upper secondary school and university, which are reflected in descriptors at ISQF level 4. These possible overlaps created some challenges in the referencing process and are elaborated in more detail in Chapter 6 that tackles the main challenges in referencing the ISQF to the EQF.

This referencing report has integrated higher education qualifications into the ISQF and is presented as part of the referencing to the EQF. The National Qualifications Framework for Higher Education in Iceland (ISQFHE) has been separately aligned to the EHEA within the Bologna Process, by the Department of Science and Higher Education of the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, and is currently preparing for the self-certification process.

EQF levels are organised in a hierarchical structure, meaning that the content of one level is assumed to automatically include the content of lower levels. Thus, each level descriptor describes additional demands for that particular level of learning. This also applies to the ISQF in principle, even though it may sometimes seem to repeat learning outcomes descriptors. In some instances there is certain repetition while sometimes the higher level involves a subtle addition to the preceding level.

**Conceptual Comparison**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISQF level</th>
<th>Examples of Qualifications</th>
<th>EQF level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Doctorate degree</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Masters and Candidatus degree</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bachelors degree</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Diploma at higher education level</td>
<td>Additional studies at upper secondary level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matriculation examination</td>
<td>Vocational examination for professional rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Upper secondary school leaving certificate and other final examinations</td>
<td>Vocational qualification for professional rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Upper secondary school leaving certificate, other final examinations, compulsory school</td>
<td>1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first level qualifications of the ISQF are awarded for first upper secondary school leaving examination, but are actually the same as the descriptors for compulsory school completion. Even though there are no specific qualifications awarded at compulsory school level there is a clear overlap in the learning outcomes descriptors. Actually, there are overlaps at both ends of the upper secondary school level. The first level thus includes the learning attained at compulsory school level even though the qualification also pertains to the upper secondary level. Another overlap may occur between upper secondary school and university, which are reflected in descriptors at ISQF level 4. These possible overlaps created some challenges in the referencing process and are elaborated in more detail in Chapter 6 that tackles the main challenges in referencing the ISQF to the EQF.

This referencing report has integrated higher education qualifications into the ISQF and is presented as part of the referencing to the EQF. The National Qualifications Framework for Higher Education in Iceland (ISQFHE) has been separately aligned to the EHEA within the Bologna Process, by the Department of Science and Higher Education of the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, and is currently preparing for the self-certification process.

EQF levels are organised in a hierarchical structure, meaning that the content of one level is assumed to automatically include the content of lower levels. Thus, each level descriptor describes additional demands for that particular level of learning. This also applies to the ISQF in principle, even though it may sometimes seem to repeat learning outcomes descriptors. In some instances there is certain repetition while sometimes the higher level involves a subtle addition to the preceding level.

**Conceptual Comparison**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISQF level</th>
<th>Examples of Qualifications</th>
<th>EQF level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Doctorate degree</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Masters and Candidatus degree</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bachelors degree</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Diploma at higher education level</td>
<td>Additional studies at upper secondary level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matriculation examination</td>
<td>Vocational examination for professional rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Upper secondary school leaving certificate and other final examinations</td>
<td>Vocational qualification for professional rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Upper secondary school leaving certificate, other final examinations, compulsory school</td>
<td>1 &amp; 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After establishing the structural comparison of the frameworks, a conceptual comparison of the actual level descriptors can be carried out. The purpose of this comparison is to establish the links between the ISQF and the EQF and determine the similarities as well as any existing discrepancies.

The referencing process has shown that the EQF level descriptors are shorter and more general than the ISQF descriptors. This is due to the fact that the EQF is in principle a meta-framework providing the overall frame of reference for national systems whilst the description of the ISQF are more specific and elaborate more on national priorities, taking into account national policies, institutions and societal circumstances.

In the case of the ISQF, the descriptions of the learning outcomes are quite specific and include elements that could also be defined as learning objectives, such as knowledge of mother tongue, literacy and numeracy and other basic skills that are also elaborated upon in the general section of the National Curriculum Guide. In addition, the ISQF contains numerous abstract concepts, or even philosophical at times, that present a certain challenge in terms of referencing the learning outcomes. It is also a bit odd to come across references to knowledge of information technology and software skills that occur in the descriptions for higher education, but might indicate that it is time for revision of the those descriptors.

Overall, the referencing process shows that the ISQF descriptors for knowledge and competences are in general more abstract than the corresponding EQF descriptors, while the skills descriptors show more correspondence with the EQF ones.

Comparing ISQF level 1 to EQF levels 1 and 2 descriptors (see Table 1)

The EQF level 1 defines knowledge as ‘basic general knowledge’ and level 2 as ‘basic factual knowledge of a work or study’. As the EQF levels 1 and 2 both refer to basic knowledge, the knowledge outcomes in ISQF level 1 cover both of the first EQF levels as the ISQF descriptors go further. Knowledge at level 1 refers to knowledge of varied vocabulary as means of expression and then goes on to knowledge of social values such as human rights and equality as well as basic democratic values. Environmental issues and global sustainability are also covered and basic knowledge of a foreign language as well as enough knowledge to prepare for further studies is included. The ‘knowledge and understanding of the influence of role models and stereotypes on their own image and lifestyle’ seems a bit abstract at this level and does not correspond to anything in the EQF.

Skills in the EQF level 1 are described as ‘basic skills required to perform a simple task’ and in level 2 as ‘basic cognitive and practical skills required to use relevant information in order to carry out tasks and to solve routine problems using simple rules and tools’. The linkage with the ISQF is clear in the cognitive skills described in EQF level 2 and the requirements for expression and communication skills in ISQF 1.
When it comes to practical skills, the ISQF goes slightly further than solving routine problems, as it demands that pupils have acquired self-sufficiency at personal and professional level and that they are able to work autonomously, responsibly and creatively under supervision. The element of supervision is missing from the EQF description, but applying relevant information to solve routine problems is considered to be best-fit in this context, which can be further sustained by reading across the EQF level, when working under supervision is included in the competences descriptors. Finally, the ISQF carries on with the concept of sustainability and respect for the environment.

As regards competences outcomes, the EQF level 1 refers to the ‘competence to work or study under direct supervision in a structured context’ and level 2 to ‘work or study under supervision with some autonomy’. These descriptors sum up the skills outcomes of ISQF level 1 that focus on working in an autonomous manner under supervision. In this regard, the EQF levels 1 and 2 are considered to fit the ISQF. The ISQF descriptors are very detailed and refer to personal as well as social competences that are described in the National Curriculum Guide as fundamental pillars and key competences, such as expression in the mother tongue and in a foreign language, personal responsibility, personal relationships competences and general respect for fellow human beings and the environment in a global context. The concept of democracy, active citizenship and social responsibility is included and so are competences to link knowledge and skills to everyday life.

The first competence level of the upper secondary school overlaps with the lower secondary level of the compulsory school as the description of the first level of the upper secondary school is also valid for the competence objectives for the final stages of the compulsory school.

Due to the extensive and inclusive learning outcomes at ISQF level 1, the referencing establishes that it covers both EQF levels 1 and 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EQF levels 1 and 2</th>
<th>ISQF level 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1: Basic general knowledge.</td>
<td>Level 1: Basic skill required to perform a simple task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learners have acquired: varied vocabulary to be able to express their opinions and support them; knowledge of social values, morality, human rights and equality; knowledge concerning being an active citizen in a democratic society;</td>
<td>Learners have acquired skills to: express themselves clearly, responsibly and creatively; take part in a conversation, support their views and respect the views of others; be self-sufficient at work and in everyday life;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparing ISQF level 2 with EQF level 3 descriptors (see Table 2)

Within EQF level 3, knowledge is defined as ‘knowledge of facts, principles, processes and general concepts, in a field of work or study’ which adds depths to the description for the previous EQF level. The ISQF level 2 builds on the demands for knowledge of the mother tongue and of foreign languages, with focus on expression of opinion. Knowledge concerning being a responsible participant in the economy and for preparing for further studies is rather vague and does not really reflect anything in the EQF, but builds on the same notion in the previous ISQF level. The ISQF outcome of ‘knowledge concerning the environment related to specialised knowledge and/or profession’ can be considered as best-fit to the EQF descriptors, even though the environment element makes the ISQF more abstract against the more pragmatic descriptors in the EQF.

The skills described for EQF level 3 add some width to the previous level, demanding ‘a range of cognitive and practical skills required to accomplish tasks and solve problems by selecting and applying basic methods, tools, materials and information’. This can be defined as having the skills to carry out some work with certain independence. ISQF level 2 continues with communication skills from level 1, now within a field of specialised knowledge and/or profession, which can be referenced to the ‘...in a field of work or study’ in the EQF. The ISQF skills of being able to organise a simple procedure and select appropriate methods are perfectly consistent with the EQF skills, but then the ISQF goes further by demanding that pupils have acquired more initiative and autonomy in their work, than specified in the EQF.
The competence outcomes in EQF level 3 are to ‘take responsibility for completion of tasks in work or study’ and to ‘adapt own behaviour to circumstances in solving problems’. This introduces more autonomy in keeping with the skills demands in the ISQF and strengthens the referencing of the levels, although definition of skills and competences might be a little unclear in this sense. Again, the competence descriptors of the ISQF level 2 tend towards being more abstract than the EQF and concern themselves with communication skills, self-image, democracy, responsibility, respect and work ethics whereas the competence descriptors of the EQF level 3 are more pragmatic. The ISQF descriptors cover the practical aspects in the skills category, which makes it necessary to reference across skills and competences for a conclusion.

### Table 2: EQF level 3 and ISQF level 2 descriptors

| Knowledge of facts, principles, processes and general concepts, in a field of work or study. | A range of cognitive and practical skills required to accomplish tasks and solve problems by selecting and applying basic methods, tools, materials and information. | Take responsibility for completion of tasks in work or study. | Adapt own behaviour to circumstances in solving problems. | Knowledge of facts, principles, processes and general concepts, in a field of work or study. | A range of cognitive and practical skills required to accomplish tasks and solve problems by selecting and applying basic methods, tools, materials and information. | Learners have acquired: varied vocabulary to be able to express their opinions and support them in their everyday life and in connection with specialised knowledge and/or profession; knowledge concerning being a responsible participant in the economy; knowledge concerning the environment related to specialised knowledge and/or profession; knowledge useful as preparation for further studies; vocabulary to be able to express themselves in foreign languages in connection with specialised knowledge, if necessary. | Learners have acquired skills to: express themselves clearly, responsibly and creatively about their specialised knowledge and/or profession; organise a simple procedure of a profession and/or specialised knowledge and employ appropriate techniques in this context; show initiative and autonomy with the basic working methods in a specialised knowledge and/or profession; take part in a conversation about their specialised knowledge and/or profession. | Learners: can express their opinions and explain practices associated with specified working environment in a clear, responsible and autonomous manner; can express themselves in a simple manner in foreign languages; show respect for the principles of the working environment; respect work and working conditions; have a clear self-image and are aware of new opportunities in the environment; have acquired competence to be an active and responsible citizen in a democratic society and within the community of specialisation and/or profession; have acquired competence to link their knowledge and skill with the working environment and everyday life. |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Knowledge | Skills | Competences | Knowledge | Skills | Competences |
| EQF level 3 | ISQF level 2 |

### Comparing ISQF level 3 with EQF level 4 descriptors (see Table 3)

The EQF level 4 defines knowledge as ‘factual and theoretical knowledge in broad contexts within a field of work or study’, further broadening the scope from the previous level. The ISQF level 3 knowledge descriptors, even though they are more detailed, can be referenced to the EQF descriptors, with some linguistic difference, as
the ISQF descriptors talk about ‘specialised knowledge and/or profession’, adding the elements of responsibility and the environment. However, it could be debated at linguistic level, whether the EQF goes further by adding ‘theoretical knowledge’ where the ISQF lets ‘specialised’ suffice. Vocabulary and communication knowledge, within a field of knowledge and/or profession, in the mother tongue and in a foreign language is also demanded in the ISQF.

**Skills** at the EQF level 4 are described as ‘a range of cognitive and practical skills required to generate solutions to specific problems in a field of work or study’ which corresponds to ISQF level 3 descriptors to ‘show initiative and autonomy with working methods at seeking solution within a specialised knowledge and/or profession’ and can thus be quite confidently referenced. To this, the ISQF adds the skills to ‘organise a procedure and employ appropriate techniques and methods of a profession and/or specialised knowledge in a responsible manner’, which is to a certain extent reflected in the competence descriptors of the EQF 4. As before, the ISQF continues with the tradition of describing communication skills.

When it comes to **competence** outcomes, the EQF is still more concise and pragmatic than the slightly vague and abstract ISQF descriptors. The EQF level 4 specifies competence outcome as the ability to ‘exercise self management within the guidelines of work or study contexts that are usually predictable, but are subject to change’ and to be able to ‘supervise the routine work of others, taking some responsibility for the evaluation and improvement of work or study activities’, both of which demand competence to take on more responsibility for taking decisions and supervising other in work. These can be referenced to the skills descriptors in ISQF level 3, while the ISQF competence descriptors tend towards more subjectivity with moral responsibility, respect, democracy, communication skills and the ability to link their knowledge to science and technology and to discover new opportunities. The ISQF descriptors also introduce demands to understand the relevant education and profession in an international or global context, which might have more weight for a small national system than within a larger meta-framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EQF level 4</th>
<th>ISQF level 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Knowledge</strong></td>
<td><strong>Skills</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factual and theoretical knowledge in broad contexts within a field of work or study.</td>
<td>Exercise self management within the guidelines of work or study contexts that are usually predictable, but are subject to change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparing ISQF level 4 with EQF level 5 descriptors (see Table 4)

ISQF level 4 overlaps between the upper secondary level and higher education level, as it covers additional education at upper secondary school and vocational examinations for professional rights (e.g. after journeyman’s certificate) as well as first level diploma at higher education level, without degree. At upper secondary level, this entails that students have acquired more specialisation in their field of study or profession and are able to widen their specialisation to e.g. management, training, innovation or development. From the perspective of vocational education, the ISQF competences descriptors may have stronger reference to applied knowledge and skills. The ISQF outcome descriptors at this level tend to be rather vague in an effort to compensate both levels and presented a certain challenge in the referencing process. However, the overlap is, in a sense, also reflected in the EQF level 5 which mentions both theoretical knowledge and practical application.

The knowledge outcomes described for EQF level 5 refer to ‘comprehensive, specialised, factual and theoretical knowledge within a field of work or study’ whereas the ISQF level 4 uses the more general ‘specialised knowledge useful for professional advancement and/or preparation for further studies’, which treads on more careful grounds, leaving out factual and theoretical knowledge. And where EQF level 5 adds ‘and an awareness of the boundaries of that knowledge’, the ISQF simply demands ‘specialised vocabulary in a foreign language’ that may be ‘useful’.

The skills descriptors have more similarities in the two frameworks, although the EQF level 5 ‘A comprehensive range of cognitive and practical skills required to develop creative solutions to abstract problems’ encompasses the skills descriptors in ISQF level 4 in a more concise way. The ISQF also demands creativity and techniques and methods to find solutions, as well as analytical skills for reacting to problems and skills
to communicate the acquired knowledge. Even though the wording is different, the demands that can be derived from the skills descriptors are quite close.

As regards competences outcomes, the ISQF level 4 descriptors are quite similar to those of ISQF level 3 without adding much more depth. The communication skills in Icelandic and a foreign language are there, the moral responsibility and the importance of seeing things in an international or global context. The EQF level 5 descriptors are more concrete and refer to ‘exercising management and supervision in contexts of work or study activities where there is unpredictable change’. The elements of supervision and unpredictable change can be referenced with more clarity to the ISQF level 4 skills outcomes rather than the competences outcomes, as the ISQF competence descriptors still tend to be rather abstract in nature. Nevertheless, the EQF level 5 competences descriptor to ‘review and develop performance of self and others’ can confidently be referenced to the ‘competences to evaluate their own work effort and that of others’ in the ISQF level 4 competences descriptors.

Table 4: EQF level 5 and ISQF level 4 descriptors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EQF level 5</th>
<th>ISQF level 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehensive, specialised, factual and theoretical knowledge within a field of work or study and an awareness of the boundaries of that knowledge.</td>
<td>A comprehensive range of cognitive and practical skills required to develop creative solutions to abstract problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learners have acquired: specialised knowledge useful for professional advancement and/or as preparation for further studies; specialised vocabulary in a foreign language useful for professional advancement and/or as preparation for further studies.</td>
<td>Learners have acquired skills to: guide and communicate their knowledge in a simple and creative manner; organise a procedure, employ appropriate techniques and develop the methods of a profession and/or specialised knowledge in a responsible manner; show initiative and autonomy in working methods at analysing circumstances and reacting in an appropriate, realistic and creative manner.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparing ISQF level 5 with EQF level 6 descriptors (see Table 5)

When it comes to comparing ISQF higher education levels to the EQF, it has to be pointed out that the descriptors for the higher education level in Iceland were initially written for the ISQFHE and developed separately from the rest of the ISQF, which means that they follow different principles and thus present a certain challenge in the referencing process. The main difference is that the ISQF descriptors for knowledge, skills and competences are longer and further elaborated upon, explaining what the individual descriptors entail, whereas the EQF covers the requirements in a more compact form.

Another challenge in referencing at this point is the current definition of higher education levels that will be referenced to the highest EQF levels 6-8. In the ISQFHE these are currently levels 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2 and 3, in line with the Bologna criteria. Accordingly, ISQFHE levels 1.1 and 1.2 become ISQF level 5 which is referenced to EQF level 6; ISQFHE levels 2.1 and 2.2 become ISQF level 6, referenced to EQF level 7 and ISQFHE level 3 becomes ISQF level 7 which is referenced to EQF level 8.

Thus, in keeping with the referencing method used for ISQF levels 1-4, the ISQF level 5 is referenced to EQF level 6. The challenge here is that the ISQF level 5 is divided into diploma level (without degree) and Bachelor degree, as the first higher education degree is divided into levels within the first cycle of higher education. Following the referencing process of the ISQF to the EQF and the self-certification process of the higher education level, this could be coordinated to create a harmonious whole.

Knowledge** at EQF level 6 is defined to be ‘advanced knowledge of a field of work or study, involving a critical understanding of theories and principles’ which can be clearly and demonstrably referenced to the first learning outcomes of both levels of the ISQF level 5, which require ‘knowledge of the relevant field or profession’ and an ‘insight into selected theories and concepts. The descriptions in the ISQF add scientific understanding for the diploma level and latest knowledge at Bachelor level. In addition, the Bachelor level requires basic knowledge of IT, which sound a bit odd at this level, but may have its historic reasons.

The skills** descriptors for the EQF level 6 state the requirement for ‘advanced skills, demonstrating mastery and innovation, required to solve complex and unpredictable problems in a specialised field of work or study’. Here, the best-fit principle may be applied to reference this to ISQF level 5 at both diploma and Bachelor degree level, as the descriptions of the learning outcomes differ a bit, even though it can be argued that they conduce towards similar requirements. The challenge presented here is that the EQF description is fairly general and can be better fitted to the lower level of the ISQF level 5, whereas the Bachelor level descriptors require more analysis, critical methods and the ability to support decisions on professional grounds. However, as skills and competences tend to overlap somewhat in many of the ISQF descriptions, this challenge may be solved when reading across the levels. Both ISQF levels within
level 5 require the skills to ‘apply the methods and procedures of the field or profession’ which is fairly general and both ISQF levels mention innovative thinking, which can be referenced to the mastery and innovation of the EQF level 6.

The competences descriptors partly solve some of the challenges presented in referencing the skills at this level. The EQF level 6 outcomes, to ‘manage complex technical or professional activities or projects, taking responsibility for decision making in unpredictable work or study contexts’ and ‘take responsibility for managing professional development of individuals and groups’ can quite easily be referenced to the ISQF descriptors for both ISQF levels, diploma and Bachelor. The management and application of complex knowledge within a profession are both there and so are the requirements for imitative and autonomy in project work, as well as the ability to work in a group. The best-fit principle can be confidently applied for referencing the EQF competences to take responsibility for managing professional groups to the requirement to participate in group works and lead task groups at ISQF Bachelor level. However, this management of others is not explicit at the diploma level, where cooperation with others does not include management of others.

Table 5: EQF level 6 and ISQF level 5 descriptors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EQF level 6</th>
<th>ISQF level 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced knowledge of a field of work or study, involving a critical understanding of theories and principles.</td>
<td>Advanced skills, demonstrating mastery and innovation, required to solve complex and unpredictable problems in a specialised field of work or study.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Bachelor degree:

- have acquired knowledge of the relevant field or profession;
- have acquired general understanding and insight into main theories and concepts;
- are aware of the latest knowledge in the relevant field;
- know the basic elements of information technology.

Bachelor degree:

- can apply the methods and procedures of the field or profession;
- can use the relevant hardware, technology and software;
- can apply critical methods in analysing their topic;
- can support their decisions on professional grounds;
- can assess the methodology applied in an autonomous manner;
- can analyse the need for information and have the ability to find it, assess its reliability and apply it in the appropriate manner;
- can use recognised databases and information resources in the relevant scientific field;
- have acquired an open-minded and innovative way of thinking.

Bachelor degree:

- can apply their knowledge and skills in a practical way in their profession and/or further study;
- have developed the competences and autonomy needed for further studies within the field;
- can work in an autonomous and organised manner, set goals for their work, devise a work schedule and follow it through;
- can participate actively in cooperation and lead task groups;
- are capable of interpreting and presenting scientific issues and research findings.

Comparing ISQF level 6 with EQF level 7 descriptors (see table 6)

The ISQF level 6 is divided into two levels, graduate studies at master level on the one hand and Masters degree on the other hand with the lower level referring to master level diploma without degree. Again, it needs to be stressed that the level descriptors for the higher education level were written separately and before the rest of the ISQF, with elaborate descriptors following the basic requirements at both sub-levels.

The knowledge descriptors for EQF level 7 add substantially to the knowledge requirements at EQF level 6, especially in terms of research, critical knowledge and original thinking. Knowledge is defined as ‘highly specialised knowledge, some of which is at the forefront of knowledge in a field of work or study, as the basis for original thinking and/or research’ as well as ‘critical awareness of knowledge issues in a field and at the interface between different fields’. These descriptors can be confidently referred to both levels of the ISQF level 6, which do not differ that much from each other internally, even though the higher level places more emphasis on knowledge of a scientific field or profession, whereas the lower level uses ‘knowledge within a special area of the relevant professional field’. The higher level adds knowledge acquired through research in direct terms, matching the strong research element in the EQF. Both ISQF levels within level 6 require knowledge and understanding of scientific subjects and challenges and require students to be able to provide arguments for their own solutions and findings. Knowledge of research methods and science ethics are also required, which deepens the research oriented focus of the ISQF level. Even though the ISQF level 6 descriptors contain more elements as such, the concepts included can be referred perfectly to the EQF level 7, which manages to cover them in its description. It could even be argued, that by adding knowledge, not only of a special scientific field, but also of the interface...
between fields, the EQF level adds a tiny bit of extra requirement. This does not affect the referencing of the levels though.

**Skills** at EQF level 7 focus strongly on research and innovation, requiring ‘specialised problem solving skills required in research and/or innovation in order to develop new knowledge and procedures and to integrate knowledge from different fields’. The skills descriptors in the ISQF level 6 present a bit of a challenge in the referencing as they are simply too long and elaborated. Basically, they require students to be able to put their knowledge to use through appropriate methods and procedures. The descriptors for graduate studies at master level and the Masters degree within the ISQF level 6 are almost identical in terms of applied and analytical skills and can be referenced through the best-fit principle to EQF level 7, as the basic requirements clearly lead to similar results. Overall, the EQF level 7 descriptors are more concise, whereas the ISQF descriptors tend to waver towards vagueness due to their length. The concept of innovation could be stronger at ISQF level 6, while the requirement for analysing and evaluating scientific data is included. Again, skills for using ‘relevant hardware, technology and software’ in the ISQF description seem a bit awkward at this level but may have its historic explanations.

Here, the **competences** descriptors do not really solve the challenges inherent in the referencing of the levels, even though the best-fit principle can be applied to a sufficient extent. The EQF level 7 builds directly on the previous EQF level, calling for competences to ‘manage and transform work or study contexts that are complex, unpredictable and require new strategic approaches’ and to ‘take responsibility for contributing to professional knowledge and practice and/or for reviewing the strategic performance of teams’. The ISQF descriptors are almost identical for both levels within level 6, with only very subtle differences. The main challenge is deciphering the lengthy description of the ISQF competences in order to carry out a referencing that makes sense. In actual terms, the ISQF descriptors stress autonomy and initiative in the respective scientific field as well as responsibility for the work of other individuals and teams. They also require analytical competences in terms of complex scientific issues. These can be referenced to the EQF descriptors through best-fit principle and contextual analysis. The ISQF descriptors emphasise once more communicative competences for presenting scientific issues in the mother tongue and in a foreign language.
Table 6: EQF level 7 and ISQF level 6 descriptors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EQF level 7</th>
<th>ISQF level 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Knowledge</strong></td>
<td><strong>Skills</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly specialised knowledge of which is at the forefront of knowledge in a field of work or study, as the basis for original thinking and/or research.</td>
<td>Manage and transform work or study contexts that are complex, unpredictable and require new strategic approaches.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comparison of ISQF level 7 with EQF level 8 descriptors (see Table 7)

Level 8 is the highest education level of the EQF, providing a point of reference for ISQF level 7. This level covers Doctorate studies within both frameworks, requiring the most advanced knowledge, skills and competences possible within European education systems, which entails that the levels can be easily referenced to each other.

Knowledge at EQF level 8 is defined as ‘knowledge at the most advanced frontier of a field of work or study and at the interface between fields’ which is rather straightforward. The ISQF level 7 descriptors include the same requirements, stressing creation of new knowledge and contribution to innovation as well as ‘extensive and comprehensive understanding of main theories, principles, concepts and the latest findings available’. The ISQF adds awareness of science ethics but lacks the interface between scientific fields at this point.
The skills described for EQF level 8 are ‘the most advanced and specialised skills and techniques, including synthesis and evaluation, required to solve critical problems in research and/or innovation and to extend and redefine existing knowledge or professional practice’. Even though the ISQF level 7 descriptors are more detailed and could do with a more concise wording, they can be clearly referenced to the EQF level 8. Advanced research and innovation skills run through the whole description and the elements of critical analysis, new challenges, complex subjects are also there. The description includes skills to ‘conceptualise and implement extensive research that expands and/or redefines existing methodology in the field’ which is then elaborated upon by carrying out innovative research and to ‘demonstrate creativity in applying new knowledge, understanding and methods’. In addition, the ISQF requires a scientific dissertation suitable for peer-reviewed publication at national as well as international level. Once more, the usual software skills are added even though they may seem out of place in today’s world.

Competences are clearly defined at EQF level 8, where degree holders shall ‘demonstrate substantial authority, innovation, autonomy, scholarly and professional integrity and sustained commitment to development of new ideas or processes at the forefront of work or study contexts including research’. The autonomy, initiative and responsibility are there in the ISQF level 7 descriptors and so is participation in critical debate and theoretical discussion. Through referencing the levels, it can be argued that the EQF level 8 description covers the ISQF level 7 competences and even some of the superfluous elements from the ISQF knowledge and skills descriptors of the same level, and thus serves to complete the referencing of the EQF level 8 to ISQF level 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EQF level 8</th>
<th>ISQF level 7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge at the most advanced frontier of a field of work or study and at the interface between fields.</td>
<td>Degree holders possess specialised knowledge within a scientific field. This entails that students: possess extensive and comprehensive understanding of main theories, principles, concepts and the latest findings available; have initiated the generation of new knowledge and its interpretation with research or other acknowledged scholarly activities that measure up to peer reviews and critique; have contributed important innovation in the form of new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The most advanced and specialised skills and techniques, including synthesis and evaluation, required to solve critical problems in research and/or innovation and to extend and redefine existing knowledge or professional practice.</td>
<td>Degree holders can apply specialised methods and procedures of a specific area of a scientific field. This entails that students: can conceptualise and implement extensive research that expand and/or redefine existing methodology of the scientific field; can explore or develop projects that tackle new challenges and subjects within the scientific field; have full command over basic skills, technology, methods, material and sources connected to the relevant scientific field; can apply critical analysis, evaluation and integration to new and complex projects;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrate substantial authority, innovation, autonomy, scholarly and professional integrity and sustained commitment to development of new ideas or processes at the forefront of work or study contexts including research.</td>
<td>Degree holders can apply their knowledge and skills in their profession and/or further study. This entails that students: can assume full responsibility for their own projects and for the work of others; can demonstrate autonomy and initiative in their professional and scientific work; can effectively communicate to their peers, other scholars and the general public about their field of expertise; can participate in critical debate, initiate and lead</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
knowledge, innovative utilisation or interpretation of existing knowledge; demonstrate their awareness of science ethics and that they have formed a considered opinion regarding their own research and that of others based on their own ethical consciousness.

can apply general and specialised research tools and research technology in a practical manner;
can use software to support and enhance the work in the relevant scientific field;
can specify specialised software to improve methods and procedures;
can evaluate statistical and graphical information in a critical manner;
have carried out innovative research or developed methods that add to or widen the existing scope of knowledge in the relevant scientific field;
demonstrate creativity in developing and applying new knowledge, understanding and methods;
have adopted a critical stand towards knowledge;
have presented a scientific dissertation that is suitable for publication in a peer-reviewed publication and national and international level.

can apply general and specialised research tools and research technology in a practical manner;
can use software to support and enhance the work in the relevant scientific field;
can specify specialised software to improve methods and procedures;
can evaluate statistical and graphical information in a critical manner;
have carried out innovative research or developed methods that add to or widen the existing scope of knowledge in the relevant scientific field;
demonstrate creativity in developing and applying new knowledge, understanding and methods;
have adopted a critical stand towards knowledge;
have presented a scientific dissertation that is suitable for publication in a peer-reviewed publication and national and international level.

can apply general and specialised research tools and research technology in a practical manner;
can use software to support and enhance the work in the relevant scientific field;
can specify specialised software to improve methods and procedures;
can evaluate statistical and graphical information in a critical manner;
have carried out innovative research or developed methods that add to or widen the existing scope of knowledge in the relevant scientific field;
demonstrate creativity in developing and applying new knowledge, understanding and methods;
have adopted a critical stand towards knowledge;
have presented a scientific dissertation that is suitable for publication in a peer-reviewed publication and national and international level.

can apply general and specialised research tools and research technology in a practical manner;
can use software to support and enhance the work in the relevant scientific field;
can specify specialised software to improve methods and procedures;
can evaluate statistical and graphical information in a critical manner;
have carried out innovative research or developed methods that add to or widen the existing scope of knowledge in the relevant scientific field;
demonstrate creativity in developing and applying new knowledge, understanding and methods;
have adopted a critical stand towards knowledge;
have presented a scientific dissertation that is suitable for publication in a peer-reviewed publication and national and international level.

can apply general and specialised research tools and research technology in a practical manner;
can use software to support and enhance the work in the relevant scientific field;
can specify specialised software to improve methods and procedures;
can evaluate statistical and graphical information in a critical manner;
have carried out innovative research or developed methods that add to or widen the existing scope of knowledge in the relevant scientific field;
demonstrate creativity in developing and applying new knowledge, understanding and methods;
have adopted a critical stand towards knowledge;
have presented a scientific dissertation that is suitable for publication in a peer-reviewed publication and national and international level.

can apply general and specialised research tools and research technology in a practical manner;
can use software to support and enhance the work in the relevant scientific field;
can specify specialised software to improve methods and procedures;
can evaluate statistical and graphical information in a critical manner;
have carried out innovative research or developed methods that add to or widen the existing scope of knowledge in the relevant scientific field;
demonstrate creativity in developing and applying new knowledge, understanding and methods;
have adopted a critical stand towards knowledge;
have presented a scientific dissertation that is suitable for publication in a peer-reviewed publication and national and international level.

can apply general and specialised research tools and research technology in a practical manner;
can use software to support and enhance the work in the relevant scientific field;
can specify specialised software to improve methods and procedures;
can evaluate statistical and graphical information in a critical manner;
have carried out innovative research or developed methods that add to or widen the existing scope of knowledge in the relevant scientific field;
demonstrate creativity in developing and applying new knowledge, understanding and methods;
have adopted a critical stand towards knowledge;
have presented a scientific dissertation that is suitable for publication in a peer-reviewed publication and national and international level.

can apply general and specialised research tools and research technology in a practical manner;
can use software to support and enhance the work in the relevant scientific field;
can specify specialised software to improve methods and procedures;
can evaluate statistical and graphical information in a critical manner;
have carried out innovative research or developed methods that add to or widen the existing scope of knowledge in the relevant scientific field;
demonstrate creativity in developing and applying new knowledge, understanding and methods;
have adopted a critical stand towards knowledge;
have presented a scientific dissertation that is suitable for publication in a peer-reviewed publication and national and international level.

can apply general and specialised research tools and research technology in a practical manner;
can use software to support and enhance the work in the relevant scientific field;
can specify specialised software to improve methods and procedures;
can evaluate statistical and graphical information in a critical manner;
have carried out innovative research or developed methods that add to or widen the existing scope of knowledge in the relevant scientific field;
demonstrate creativity in developing and applying new knowledge, understanding and methods;
have adopted a critical stand towards knowledge;
have presented a scientific dissertation that is suitable for publication in a peer-reviewed publication and national and international level.

Criterion 3

The national qualifications framework or system and its qualifications are based on the principle and objective of learning outcomes and linked to arrangements for validation of non-formal and informal learning and, where these exist, to credit systems.

The General Curriculum for Compulsory Schools from 2011 introduces the principle of learning outcomes. After the policy work carried out within the lifelong learning framework at national and European level and the new legislation put in place in 2008, learning outcomes were defined, replacing the traditional teacher oriented input-based curricula. At the end of compulsory school, pupils are expected to have acquired the knowledge, skills and competences that are defined at qualification level 1 of the ISQF, which are identical to the qualifications descriptors for the first level of upper secondary school.

Learning outcomes are also defined in the new General Curriculum for Upper Secondary Schools, also issued in 2011. This means that studies at the upper secondary school are divided into four levels of competence that, on the one hand, overlap with the compulsory school, and on the other, with the university level. The levels show gradually increased demand on the pupils’ knowledge, skills and competence, leading to greater specialisation and professionalism. The learning outcomes of each programme are linked to a competence level. The final objectives
of study programmes are linked to competence criteria and indicate the competence that pupils are expected to have achieved upon graduation. In structuring study programmes, upper secondary schools are to work according to the rules of the Ministry of Education as they appear, for example, in the general section of the National Curriculum Guide.

The learning outcome descriptors for the upper secondary schools also apply to validation of informal learning. The criteria for validation of non-formal and informal learning into the formal education system is placed at ISQF level three, equivalent to level three qualifications within the regulated trades. This entails that people that wish to re-enter vocational education and training, based on validation of learning outcomes, now have the opportunity to graduate with ISQF level 3 qualifications.

Descriptions of learning outcomes can be found in the National Curriculum Guides for the compulsory school and for upper secondary school respectively.

Study programmes within adult education will also be included in the ISQF and will have to meet the same requirements as those within the formal system, that is being expressed in terms of learning outcomes and assigned levels within the Icelandic qualifications framework. Validation of non-formal and informal learning in Iceland is geared towards learning outcomes as expressed in the National Curriculum Guides so there is, at the moment, not the possibility of having an independent assessment towards a particular level within the ISQF.

Within higher education, qualifications are linked to the credit structure of the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS), which is compulsory for all higher education institutions in Iceland to apply. Learning within HE institutions is guided by the principle of learning outcomes, but here there exist fewer opportunities for validation of non-formal and informal learning as there are in upper secondary education.

Provisions are currently underway for the possible integration of the European Credit System for Vocational Education and Training (ECVET) into the Icelandic VET system in order to increase transparency of qualifications in VET between countries with a view to facilitating mobility of trainees.

Criterion 4

The procedures for inclusion of qualifications in the national qualifications framework or for describing the place of qualifications in the national qualification system are transparent.

Since the ISQF was adopted, the principle for including qualifications into the framework is the responsibility of the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture that ensures that the expected learning outcomes are in line with the corresponding level
Level descriptors linking specific qualifications to the ISQF are provided in the National Curriculum Guide which is the responsibility of the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture.

The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture decides on the placement of qualifications at the appropriate levels of the ISQF based on the learning outcomes of level descriptors. During the educational reform and in the case of upper secondary education in particular, the methodology of focus groups was used. The focus groups tested descriptors of the ISQF levels and verified that the level descriptors were appropriate to describe the different final exams and certificates for the various study programmes.

Suggestions for placing vocational qualifications within the ISQF are done in cooperation between the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture and the Occupational Councils. The Occupational Councils’ role is to advise the Ministry regarding vocational education at upper secondary school level in their respective occupations. They propose general study objectives and define the needs for knowledge and skills which the study programme descriptions for the respective occupations shall be based on, and shall form a part of the general part of the National Curriculum Guide, and to make proposals for learning outcomes.

Decisions regarding qualifications in adult learning will be largely based on the same criteria as described above and will be managed in the same manner.

Criterion 5

The national quality assurance system(s) for education and training refer(s) to the national qualifications framework or system and are consistent with the relevant European principles and guidelines (as indicated in annex 3 of the Recommendation).

The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture is in principle responsible for the evaluation and supervision of educational institutions and the entire educational system. There are two approaches for external evaluation organised by the Ministry; either evaluation of schools and institutions at all levels or evaluation of the internal evaluation methods of schools and institutions.

According to legislation on all education levels, all schools and institutions are obliged to carry out internal evaluation of their work. The Compulsory and Upper Secondary Schools internal evaluation procedures are subject to evaluation and validation by an external party with experience and knowledge of quality management and of the school level in question. In accordance with the law on Higher Education Institutions...
no. 63/2006 the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture has published rules on quality control in higher education. The rules include provisions on monitoring of the internal quality systems set up by the Higher Education Institutions and on regular external evaluations of defined units within the institutions or of an institution as a whole. The Ministry takes the initiative in having external evaluations conducted at the level of higher education, decides when they are carried out and what the focus will be.

Iceland has been following and taking part in the work of the European Association for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA) for some years, and as a member of the Bologna-process the Icelandic Minister of Education, Science and Culture was among the Ministers in Bergen that adopted the European Standards and Guidelines for Internal and External Quality Assurance in Higher Education and those applying to Quality Assurance Agencies. The law no. 63/2006 states that although an independent Quality Assurance Agency will not be established in Iceland for the time being the Ministry will ensure that the external quality assurance will be upheld by independent international experts, as prescribed in the Standards and Guidelines and that foreign experts will be called upon to conduct the evaluation of fields of study during the accreditation process.

The latest development in quality assurance for higher education is the establishment of the Quality Board for Higher Education in 2010, which means that a formal Quality Assurance Framework for higher education was put into place by the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture. Until then, the organisation of all evaluation of tertiary education was done by the Ministry itself. In undertaking this work, the Board has worked closely with the Icelandic Quality Council for Higher Education, also established by the Ministry and operated by the Icelandic Centre for Research under the auspices of the Science and Technology Policy Council. For the purpose of developing the quality assurance system for higher education, informal discussions were held individually with all higher education institutions as well as with a range of other stakeholders, bodies and individuals, associated with higher education in Iceland. The framework is therefore firmly rooted in Icelandic higher education. Its design has benefitted from drawing on European and wider international experience and expertise, and the framework is positioned at the forefront of international development in the field of higher education.

As for the ISQFHE, it is currently (December 2013) being revised by an international committee and will undergo a self certification as required by the Bologna process. The self certification report for ISQFHE is published in Annex 4.

Preparations are underway for the establishment of a directorate for education in Iceland, The Institute of Study Evaluation. The directorate will deal with curricula in primary and upper secondary education, attend procedures for inclusion of qualifications in the ISQF, qualifications database, assessment, monitoring and overall quality issues. This will prevent inconsistencies in a system of decentralised study
programme development. Until then, the Ministry of Education is responsible for quality in the education system.

Criterion 6

The referencing process shall include the stated agreement of the relevant quality assurance bodies.

This report on the referencing of the Icelandic National Qualifications Framework to the EQF has been agreed by the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, as the main quality assurance body in Iceland with responsibility for lifelong learning. The referencing process has involved relevant stakeholders in the preparation phase, such as teachers, teachers’ associations, school principals and administrators, local authorities and municipalities, as well as social partners’ representatives and occupational councils.

Criterion 7

The referencing process shall involve international experts.

The Icelandic coordination committee worked with international partners and involved international experts in the referencing process, both through formal cooperation of the Nordic countries during the first stages of ISQF development and referencing, as well as by involving Ms Margaret Cameron and Dr David Bottomley as international experts in the reporting process.

Nordic Network

The network of the Nordic countries was established within the scope of the Nordic Council of Ministers and operated 2011-2012. The education systems in the Nordic countries share many of the same principles and features, which made the Nordic collaboration very valuable for the Icelandic NCP. The network enabled the partners to meet and exchange ideas with experts working on the qualification systems in the other Nordic countries, discussing common challenges. The cooperation included presentations of the NQF work in each of the Nordic countries and plan for the referencing, discussions of the various understanding of qualifications and what they entail, and finally, the referencing process was discussed. In continuation, the network focused on the reference report itself and issues of common interest like the validation of non-formal and informal learning, international qualifications, implementation of the framework and the updating of the NQFs of the Nordic countries. Discrepancies in the referencing were also discussed to shed lights on the referencing method in the Nordic countries.

International Expert
To ensure impartiality and efficient consultation, the coordination committee was assisted by an international expert, Ms Margaret Cameron of MSC Consulting, former manager of the Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework Partnership and currently working as a key expert on the development and implementation of the Bahrain Qualifications Framework (BQF). Margaret Cameron was supported by Dr David Bottomley, former Deputy Head of the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education in Scotland.

Some of the comments made by international experts are presented in Annex 3.

**Criterion 8**

The competent national body or bodies shall certify the referencing of the national qualifications framework or system with the EQF. One comprehensive report, setting out the referencing and the evidence supporting it shall be published by the competent national bodies, including the National Coordination Point, and shall address separately each of the criteria.

This report, which has been prepared and agreed by the NCP within the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, as the competent national body, is the single, comprehensive report setting out the referencing, and supporting evidence, of the ISQF to the EQF. It has been presented and agreed by the Minister of Education, Science and Culture as well as by the Ministry’s Permanent Secretary. By issuing the report, it acquires a Regulation status but does not need any further legislative change.

The report addresses each of the ten criteria and procedures agreed by the EQF Advisory Group and has been certified by the coordination committee on behalf of the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture.

**Criterion 9**

The official EQF platform shall maintain a public listing of member states that have confirmed that they have completed the referencing process, including links to completed referencing reports.

The completed and certified national report of the referencing of the ISQF to the EQF will be made available on the web, at a special website managed by the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture (www.menntagatt.is) as well as on the official EQF platform managed by the European Commission.

A link will be provided to information about the main qualifications. Examples of qualifications, especially those used frequently for mobility, will be provided to be included in the EQF portal.
Criterion 10

Following the referencing process, and in line with the timelines set in the Recommendation, all new qualification certificates, diplomas and Europass documents issued by the competent authorities contain a clear reference, by way of national qualifications systems, to the appropriate European Qualifications Framework level.

The coordination committee will coordinate a national response to criterion 10 on completion of the referencing process, including an agreed approach for the referencing of the established links between the ISQF and EQF qualifications) by the end of 2012, secure, in cooperation with relevant authorities and stakeholders, that all new qualification certificates, degrees, diplomas and Europass documents will contain a clear reference to the relevant ISQF level and a link to the corresponding EQF level.

- A reference to the ISQF and EQF levels will be added to certificates and certificate supplements in general upper secondary education, vocational education and training and adult education and training.
- A reference to the ISQF and EQF levels will be added to the diploma supplements for higher education degrees.
6. Challenges and Next Steps

A complete revision of the Icelandic education system was carried out 2006-2010, resulting in new legislation for all levels of education, from pre-school to higher education, as well as for adult education and teacher education. The ISQF was developed in parallel with this revision, with the principle of learning outcomes and the national qualifications levels as main criteria in the educational reform.

6.1 Number of Levels

In the process of referencing the ISQF to the EQF, some challenges were inevitably encountered. One of the challenges at the outset of the process was to decide on the number of levels of the ISQF and how they would eventually be referenced to the EQF. The Icelandic NCP set out with eight levels, then discussed having ten levels but ended up with seven levels, which seemed to best fit the Icelandic education system. The idea was to describe the system in a realistic manner, keeping to the latest developments at national level and let the ISQF go hand in hand with the revision of the education system, while at the same time ensuring a certain internal flexibility. This was perhaps not the shortest way towards the end, but it turned out to keep the work at a practical level, ensuring stakeholder involvement and in the end, ensuring that the descriptors developed would fit the real situation as well as possible.

In May 2013 the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture published the referencing report on its website and provided all relevant stakeholders with the opportunity to comment on it. In their comments, representatives from adult education had questions as to whether the seven level ISQF captured educational attainment for adult learners. Fears were aired that most qualifications in adult education would automatically be placed on level 1 ISQF and that this would not provide necessary transparency of learning taking place in this field of education. Furthermore, it was stated that this would not demonstrate clearly enough the progression in learning necessary for adults to feel encouraged to pursue their education.

The Ministry of Education is of the opinion that more work needs to be done to clarify learning outcomes in adult education and on level descriptors for qualifications in this field before concrete steps can be taken to review the ISQF. This is work in progress and our findings will be reported to the EQF AG in the near future.

6.2 Overlaps and Cooperation between Levels

It was not clear at the outset of the referencing whether to include the compulsory school level at all. Everyone in Iceland graduates from compulsory school regardless of the learning outcomes acquired and the upper secondary schools are obliged to accept all students regardless of performance, so in a sense, it can be argued that there is no real qualification involved. The new Upper Secondary School Act
introduced the new upper secondary school leaving examination which also presents a challenge for linking it to a qualifications level, as it mainly requires people to attend school and complete a certain number of credits instead of passing the qualifications involved.

As a matter of fact, there are overlaps between school levels at both ends; between the compulsory and upper secondary school levels (ISQF levels 1 and 2), as well as between upper secondary and higher education (ISQF levels 4 and 5). The latter is mainly due to the fact that most study programmes at upper secondary level in Iceland take four years to complete. This overlap is also very apparent from the perspective of vocational education, as the competences descriptors may have stronger reference to applied knowledge and skills at ISQF level 4, while level 5 may have similar requirements, but at higher education level.

From the policy perspective, there is willingness to keep the relations between the compulsory and upper secondary active and ensure flexibility between compulsory school and upper secondary school on the one hand, and between upper secondary schools and higher education institutions on the other. In practice, this has been done for many years between compulsory schools and upper secondary schools through special agreements, while no such connection exists yet between upper secondary schools and higher education institutions. However, some upper secondary schools offer courses towards ECTS units. Cooperation between adjacent school levels is considered to be a precondition for assessment of studies between school levels.

6.3 Integration of Higher Education and Adult Education

Another challenge in the development of the ISQF was to motivate the higher education level to participate in the referencing process within the EQF criteria. There already was a national qualifications framework for higher education (ISQFHE), which was developed within the Bologna process, first in 2007 and revised in 2010, following the parameters of the Bologna structure. This presented some problems, e.g. regarding consistency of concepts and descriptors. Still, the fact that the ISQF concepts of knowledge, skills and competences, as well as the qualifications criteria, are already used in the ISQFHE, will greatly facilitate the eventual overall referencing and integration of the self-certification of higher education institutions. The aim is also to motivate higher education institutions to define admission requirements based on qualifications criteria. This would increase transparency of qualifications between upper secondary schools and higher education study programmes.

The higher education level still needs to carry out a self-certification evaluation of their process and compile a report that will later accompany the reference report.

As for adult education, one of the main challenges is to validate education acquired in the non-formal system into formal education. At present, there is an unclear conception of qualifications at the level of adult education and one of the next steps
in the process is to establish curricula development, curricula certification, quality management and certified learning outcomes at adult education level. Validation of non-formal education will be a vital element in this respect and there are expectations that in the future, all adult education qualifications will be formally assigned an ISQF level. The new Adult Education Act will be helpful in achieving this, as it stipulates that curricula for adult education exceeding 40 hours in duration should be validated and certified.

6.4 Next Steps and On-going Development

By 2012, around a third of upper secondary schools have already adopted the new system where all study programme and course descriptions are based on learning outcomes and placed at a specific qualifications level. A third part of them has just embarked on the process and a third hasn’t started it. There are various reasons why the process has taken more time than initially planned. Wage negotiations with the Teachers’ Association haven’t been successful as of yet, and in addition, the country has suffered a severe economic crisis. Teachers have greeted the new curricula and the new approach with enthusiasm and generally see great opportunities to develop new study programmes according to the descriptors of the ISQF. The goal is that all upper secondary schools will have adopted the new system by 2015 and that the first study programmes will be accredited in autumn 2012.

The accreditation process for curricula in adult education is currently being developed, together with the relevant quality criteria. Accreditation of adult education curricula will hopefully start in 2013. That should facilitate mobility of learners and recognition of competences between education levels.

The ISQF is already used as a tool for integrating new courses or fields of study in the development of study provisions; for linking to innovation; for job development and labour shortage, as well as for deciding on remuneration to companies for work-based training.

It is foreseen that workplace learning will soon be connected to qualifications levels in curricula in order to facilitate connections between funding opportunities and workplace qualifications. This means that funding would be provided for 1st level workplace learning, while the employers would provide financing for 3rd level workplace training.

There are also plans to establish a ruling committee, independently of political policies, that would rule in case of doubt as to where to place a certain qualification. Until now, this hasn’t presented any problems, but such a committee could prevent possible conflicts. As of 2014, the NCP post will be moved from the Ministry to an agency.
The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture considers it very important to make teachers and school principals aware of the ISQF so they can apply the qualifications levels in their work, e.g. for managing expectations regarding expected learning outcomes. Throughout the development of the ISQF, numerous workshops, seminars and promotional activities have been organised in schools all over the country to promote the framework and invite teachers, teachers’ associations and other stakeholders, such as the social partners, for debates and discussions. Apart from the extensive promotion within the school system, the framework has not been promoted to any extent to students nor to the public in general, as schools first need to implement it.

It is important to promote the ISQF to ensure its successful implementation. The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture will carry out the necessary promotion in the coming months, including setting up a national ISQF website. Feedback on the referencing process will guide any further developments. The ISQF is regarded as a living tool that can regularly be revised and adapted according to needs and requirements of the education system of the future.

Annex 1 – The European Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning (EQF)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Knowledge</th>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>Competences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic general knowledge.</td>
<td>Basic skill required to perform a simple task.</td>
<td>Work or study under direct supervision in a structured context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2</td>
<td>Basic factual knowledge of a field of work or study.</td>
<td>Basic cognitive and practical skills required to use relevant information in order to carry out tasks and to solve routine problems using simple rules and tools.</td>
<td>Work or study under supervision with some autonomy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Knowledge of facts, principles, processes and general concepts, in a field of work or study.</td>
<td>A range of cognitive and practical skills required to accomplish tasks and solve problems by selecting and applying basic methods, tools, materials and information.</td>
<td>Take responsibility for completion of tasks in work or study. Adapt own behaviour to circumstances in solving problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 4</td>
<td>Factual and theoretical knowledge in broad contexts within a field of work or study.</td>
<td>A range of cognitive and practical skills required to generate solutions to specific problems in a field of work or study.</td>
<td>Exercise self management within the guidelines of work or study contexts that are usually predictable, but are subject to change. Supervise the routine work of others, taking some responsibility for the evaluation and improvement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td>Comprehensive, specialised, factual and theoretical knowledge within a field of work or study and an awareness of the boundaries of that knowledge.</td>
<td>A comprehensive range of cognitive and practical skills required to develop creative solutions to abstract problems.</td>
<td>Exercise management and supervision in contexts of work or study activities where there is unpredictable change. Review and develop performance of self and others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 6</td>
<td>Advanced knowledge of a field of work or study, involving a critical understanding of theories and principles.</td>
<td>Advanced skills, demonstrating mastery and innovation, required to solve complex and unpredictable problems in a specialised field of work or study.</td>
<td>Manage complex technical or professional activities or projects, taking responsibility for decision making in unpredictable work or study contexts. Take responsibility for managing professional development of individuals and groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 7</td>
<td>Highly specialised knowledge, some of which is at the forefront of knowledge in a field of work or study, as the basis for original thinking and/or research. Critical awareness of knowledge issues in a field and at the interface between different fields.</td>
<td>Specialised problem solving skills required in research and/or innovation to develop new knowledge and procedures and to integrate knowledge from different fields.</td>
<td>Manage and transform work or study contexts that are complex, unpredictable and require new strategic approaches. Take responsibility for contributing to professional knowledge and practice and/or for reviewing the strategic performance of teams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 8</td>
<td>Knowledge at the most advanced frontier of a field of work or study and at the interface between fields.</td>
<td>The most advanced and specialised skills and techniques, including synthesis and evaluation, required to solve critical problems in research and/or innovation and to extend and redefine existing knowledge or professional practice.</td>
<td>Demonstrate substantial authority, innovation, autonomy, scholarly and professional integrity and sustained commitment to the development of new ideas or processes at the forefront of work or study contexts including research.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Annex 2 – The Icelandic Qualifications Framework (ISQF)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Knowledge</th>
<th>Skills</th>
<th>Competences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learners have acquired:</td>
<td>varied vocabulary to be able to express their opinions and support them; knowledge of social values, morality, human rights and equality; knowledge concerning being an active citizen in a democratic society; knowledge useful as preparation for further studies; vocabulary to be able to express themselves in a simple manner in foreign languages and insight into the respective cultures; knowledge and understanding of the influence of role models and stereotypes on their own image and lifestyle.</td>
<td>Learners have acquired skills to: express themselves clearly, responsibly and creatively; take part in a conversation, support their views and respect the views of others; be self-sufficient at work and in everyday life; apply creative thinking in all their work; work autonomously, responsibly and creatively under supervision; use different techniques in acquiring and communicating knowledge in a responsible and critical manner; use varied study methods; treat their environment with sustainability in mind.</td>
<td>Learners: have acquired competence to express their thoughts and feelings in a rational context; have acquired competence to express themselves in a simple manner in foreign languages; have a clear self-image and are aware of how they can use their strengths in a creative way; can have positive and constructive relationships and collaboration with others; respect the values of life, human rights and equality; show respect for the environment in a global context; have responsible attitude towards their own welfare, both physical and mental; have acquired a positive attitude towards education; have acquired a competence to be an active and a responsible citizen in a democratic local community and in society as a whole; have acquired competence to link their knowledge and skill with everyday life, technology and science.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Learners have acquired:</th>
<th>Learners have acquired skills to:</th>
<th>Learners:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>varied vocabulary to be able to express their opinions and support them in their everyday life and in connection with specialised knowledge and/or profession; knowledge concerning being a responsible participant in the economy;</td>
<td>express themselves clearly, responsibly and creatively about their specialised knowledge and/or profession; organise a simple procedure of a profession and/or specialised knowledge and employ appropriate techniques in this context;</td>
<td>have acquired competence to express their opinions and explain practices associated with specified working environment in a clear, responsible and autonomous manner; have acquired competence to express themselves in a simple manner in foreign languages.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3</td>
<td>Learners have acquired:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>varied vocabulary to be able to express their opinions and support them in their everyday life and in connection with specialised knowledge and/or profession;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>specialised knowledge useful for employment and/or as preparation for further studies;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>knowledge concerning being an active and a responsible participant in a specialised society and/or profession;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>knowledge concerning the environment in a global context and is related to specialised knowledge and/or profession;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the vocabulary and knowledge in a foreign language for further studies or in connection with a specialised knowledge, if necessary.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learners have acquired skills to:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>express themselves clearly, critically and creatively about their specialised knowledge and/or profession;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organise a procedure and employ appropriate techniques and methods of a profession and/or specialised knowledge in a responsible manner;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>show initiative and autonomy with working methods at seeking solution within a specialised knowledge and/or profession;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>take a responsible part in a conversation about their specialised knowledge and/or profession;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learners:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>have acquired competence to express their opinions and explain practices associated with specified working conditions in a clear, responsible and critical manner;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have acquired competence in foreign languages necessary for employment or further studies;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have moral responsibility in creative work;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>show respect for the working conditions and the employment of their general knowledge;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are able to use their knowledge to discover new opportunities in the environment;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have acquired competence for further studies;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| have acquired competence to be an active citizen in a democratic society of a
| Level 4 | Learners have acquired:  
specialised knowledge useful for professional advancement and/or as preparation for further studies;  
specialised vocabulary in a foreign language useful for professional advancement and/or as preparation for further studies. | Learners have acquired skills to:  
guide and communicate their knowledge in a simple and creative manner;  
organise a procedure, employ appropriate techniques and develop the methods of a profession and/or specialised knowledge in a responsible manner;  
show initiative and autonomy in working methods at analysing circumstances and reacting in an appropriate, realistic and creative manner. | Learners:  
have acquired competence to express their specialised knowledge in Icelandic and a foreign language, if necessary in work or for further studies;  
are able to take part in a conversation based on specialised knowledge and skills in a critical and clear manner;  
have moral responsibility for the utilisation and development of their specialised knowledge with regard to the working conditions;  
have acquired competence to be an active and responsible citizen in a society of a speciality and/or a profession;  
have acquired competence to evaluate their own work effort and that of others in connection with the working conditions and/or specialised knowledge in a critical and constructive manner;  
have acquired competence to link their knowledge with technology and science. |
| Level 5 | Students:  
have acquired knowledge of the relevant field or profession.  
This entails that students:  
have gained insight into | Students:  
can apply the methods and procedures of the field or profession.  
This entails that students:  
can conceptualise, organise | Students:  
can apply their knowledge and skills in a practical way in their profession and further study.  
This entails that students:  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students:</th>
<th>Can apply methods and procedures of a specialized area of a scientific field or profession.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Students:</td>
<td>Can apply their knowledge and skills in a practical way in their profession and/or further study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students:</td>
<td>Can apply the methods and procedures of the field or profession.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students:</td>
<td>Have acquired an open-minded and innovative way of thinking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students:</td>
<td>Can work in an autonomous and organised manner, set goals for their work, devise a work schedule and follow it through;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students:</td>
<td>Can interpret and present scientific issues and research findings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Level 6**

- Students: Possess knowledge within a special area of the relevant professional field.
- This entails that students: possess knowledge and
- Students: Can apply methods and procedures of a specialized area of a scientific field or profession.
- This entails that students: can apply their knowledge and skills in a practical way in their profession and/or further study. This entails that students: have developed the learning skills necessary to embark on further studies; can work with large degree of initiative and autonomy; can cooperate with others in projects.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possess knowledge of a specialised area of a scientific field or profession.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This entails that students:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possess knowledge of scientific subjects and challenges;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have acquired knowledge through research;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can provide arguments for their own findings;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can place the latest knowledge in context within the relevant specialised field;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>know the research methods within the scientific field;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are aware of science ethics.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Can apply methods and procedures of a specialized area of a scientific field or profession.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This entails that students:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have adopted relevant methods and procedures;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are capable of analysing statistical information;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can understand and tackle complex subjects in a professional context;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can apply their knowledge and understanding in a professional approach in their work;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can use the relevant hardware, technology and software;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can acquire, analyse and evaluate scientific data;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demonstrate innovative methods of developing and applying ideas;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can apply their knowledge, understanding and proficiency for resolution in new and unfamiliar situations or in an interdisciplinary context;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are capable of integrating knowledge, tackling complex subjects and formulating opinions based on available information;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can recognise novelties which are based on scientific theories and/or experiments;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can apply the methods of the relevant scientific field or profession to present, develop and resolve projects;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understand research and research findings.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Can apply their knowledge and skills in their profession and/or further study.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>This entails that students:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have developed the necessary learning skills and autonomy for continuing studies;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can initiate projects in the scientific field, administer them and take responsibility for the work of individuals and groups;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can communicate scientific information, challenges and solutions to specialists as well as to the general public;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are capable of presenting and describing scientific issues and research findings in a foreign language;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can make decisions in an autonomous, professional manner and support them;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can evaluate the appropriateness of the different methods of analysis and complex scientific issues in each case;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can communicate statistical information.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Can apply their knowledge and skills in their profession and/or further study.

This entails that students:
- have developed the necessary learning skills and autonomy for continuing studies;
- can initiate projects in the scientific field, administer them and take responsibility for the work of individuals and groups;
- can communicate scientific information, challenges and solutions to specialists as well as to the general public;
- are capable of presenting and describing scientific issues and research findings in a foreign language;
- can make decisions in an autonomous, professional manner and support them;
- can evaluate the appropriateness of the different methods of analysis and complex scientific issues in each case;
- can communicate statistical information.
are capable of analysing and communicating statistical information;
can understand and tackle complex subjects in a professional context;
can apply their knowledge and understanding in their scientific and professional work;
can use the relevant hardware, technology and software;
can acquire, analyse and evaluate scientific data;
can apply their knowledge, understanding and proficiency for resolution in new and unfamiliar situations or in an interdisciplinary context;
can develop projects and place them in context by applying methods based on scientific theories and/or experiments;
are capable of integrating knowledge, tackle complex subjects and present an opinion based on the available information;
can effectively apply research methods and implement small-scale research projects;
understand research and research findings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 7</th>
<th>Degree holders possess specialised knowledge within a scientific field. This entails that students: possess extensive and comprehensive understanding of main theories, principles, concepts and the latest findings available; have initiated the generation of new knowledge and its interpretation with research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Degree holders can apply specialised methods and procedures of a specific area of a scientific field. This entails that students: can conceptualise and implement extensive research that expand and/or redefine the existing methodology of the scientific field; can explore or develop projects that tackle new</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Degree holders can apply their knowledge and skills in their profession and/or further study. This entails that students: can assume full responsibility for their own projects and for the work of others; can demonstrate autonomy and initiative in their professional and scientific work;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are capable of presenting and describing scientific issues and research findings in a foreign language;
can make decisions in an autonomous, professional manner and support them;
can independently evaluate the appropriateness of the different methods of analysis and complex scientific issues in each case;
can communicate statistical information.
or other acknowledged scholarly activities that measure up to peer reviews and critique; have contributed important innovation in the form of new knowledge, innovative utilisation or interpretation of existing knowledge; demonstrate their awareness of science ethics and that they have formed a considered opinion regarding their own research and that of others based on their own ethical consciousness.

challenges and subjects within the scientific field; have full command over basic skills, technology, methods, material and sources connected to the relevant scientific field; can apply critical analysis, evaluation and integration to new and complex projects; can apply general and specialised research tools and research technology in a practical manner; can use software to support and enhance the work in the relevant scientific field; can specify specialised software to improve methods and procedures; can evaluate statistical and graphical information in a critical manner; have carried out innovative research or developed methods that add to or widen the existing scope of knowledge in the relevant scientific field; demonstrate creativity in developing and applying new knowledge, understanding and methods; have adopted a critical stand towards knowledge; have presented a scientific dissertation that is suitable for publication in a peer-reviewed publication and national and international level.

can effectively communicate to their peers, other scholars and the general public about their field of expertise; can participate in critical debate, initiate and lead theoretical discourse.
Annex 3. Comments made by international experts

Some of the comments on the Icelandic reference report made by international experts are the following:

- Are qualifications at lower secondary level a part of the ISQF?
- Please provide examples of qualifications at level 1 in ISQF that are relevant for the labour market,
- Why is it more difficult to validate experience towards academic studies than VET?
- Is adult education a part of the ISQF?
- How will public and private stakeholders be involved in the future implementation of the ISQF?
- Is there a link between ISQF and employment policy?
- In general there needs to be consistency throughout on how the Icelandic Framework is referred to. Sometimes it is NQF, others IS-NQF (my preference) and others the Icelandic National Qualifications framework.
- It says in the report that relevant bodies have been involved but there is no indication of who these bodies are.
- It will be essential to include an IS-NQF Diagram which shows the qualifications at each level of the Framework.
- Can the section on the education system be summarized with the more detailed information going into an annex?
- The referencing report will go to the Nordic Forum, but will the outcome of the referencing be consulted on with other stakeholders eg. Trade Unions?
- The relationship of the referencing to the EQF and the self certification is something that needs clarifying, especially as there are no qualifications at the higher levels that are not HE qualifications and it was understood that the self certification was being taken forward by another ministry? This has to be very clear.
Annex 4. The self certification report for ISQF-HE
Self- Certification

Working Group on the compatibility of the Icelandic Qualifications Framework with the Bologna/QF-EHEA Framework

Report
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Preface to Report

This report outlines the process we have gone through in Iceland in comparing our Higher Education Qualifications Framework (ISQF-HE) with the European Higher Education Qualifications Framework, and the outcomes of that process. It has been both a valuable and interesting exercise. In Iceland, the ISQF-HE is one of the important benchmarks used in curriculum development and quality assurance and enhancement processes. As the body of the report indicates, the Icelandic ISQF-HE is in its second edition. This edition followed a trial of the earlier version, including extensive consultations and development activities. This process resulted in a revised framework, genuinely useful to all stakeholders both within and outside the higher education sector. At all stages in this development, the Bologna Framework (and the associated Dublin Descriptors) was an important point of reference.

It has been no surprise, therefore that we have found the Icelandic Framework to provide a very good overlay on the Bologna Framework. Indeed, as is entirely appropriate, in several important areas as noted in the report, the Icelandic Framework has been found to provide more extensive and supportive guidance and signposts. Our conclusions, therefore, clearly support the validity and reliability of comparisons made between the higher education qualifications awarded by our higher education institutions in Iceland and those in other Bologna countries. We hope that these important conclusions are of value in supporting the mobility of students and graduates in relation to both educational and employment transfer opportunities.

It has been very important for us, in relation to both the quality of the comparison process we have been through and in the standing of our conclusions that we have learned from international best practice. We are therefore extremely grateful to Dr Bryan Maguire for his very active involvement with us at each stage of our work. Bryan is able to draw on very extensive experience in making international comparisons of frameworks in a Bologna context. In addition, he is able to draw on
his deep professional experience and knowledge in the general area of the
development and quality assurance of qualifications standards.

I hope our report is successful in supporting the inward and outward mobility of
both qualifications and individuals to and from Iceland.

Prof. Norman Sharp
Chairman, Committee for the Comparison of Icelandic Higher Education Qualification
Framework with the Bologna Framework
and Chairman, Icelandic Quality Board for Higher Education
1 Background to the development of the Icelandic ISQF-HE

The tertiary education system in Iceland has undergone significant changes regarding the number of institutions and the number of students. At the turn of the century there were eight institutions but at the time of writing the report decreased to seven. During the same period the number of students just about doubled, from 8,100 to around 16,000. At the start of the millennium it was evident that the legal framework surrounding the institutions needed to be strengthened in the light of international developments as well as important structural changes in the quality assurance arrangements affecting the Icelandic Higher Education system.

In 2006 new laws on Higher Education were adopted by Parliament, addressing the following matters:

a) The law related to all tertiary education in Iceland regardless of mode of operation.

b) All institutions would require to be accredited by the Minister of Education, Science and Culture in order to operate in the field of higher education.

c) All institutions wishing to be accredited would be required to adhere to the Icelandic National Qualification Framework introduced with these laws.

d) Stronger emphasis would be placed on enhancing the quality of education and research in the field

e) The rights of students were brought forward and strengthened.\footnote{Taken from the attached documentation with the bill presented to Parliament by the Minister of Education, Science and Culture During the 132. Session of the Icelandic Parliament (2005 – 2006) record nr. 654- case nr. 433. (http://www.althingi.is/altext/132/s/0654.html)}

The new law was adopted in June 2006. During the implementation of the law on higher education (no. 63/2006), a committee was established by the
Ministry of Education Science and Culture to develop the National Higher Education Qualification Framework for Iceland. The committee included five experts, one former Rector, one member from the University of Iceland/ENIC/NARIC office, one member from Reykjavik University and two members from the Ministry. A support group with one expert from each of the Higher Education Institutions was also formed. After studying existing ISQF-HE’s, the Dublin Descriptors and material on studies in Iceland, the committee produced a first draft. It was then screened by experts from the University of Iceland and Reykjavik University following which a second draft was made. The second draft was discussed in the supporting group and a third draft produced. The third draft was then screened by an expert in taxonomy, leading to the fourth draft which was sent to the Higher Education Institutions and the Rector’s Conference for their remarks. After receiving the remarks from the Higher Education Institutions and the Rector’s Conference the final draft was again sent to the expert in taxonomy for final screening. After this process the ISQF-HE was issued by the Ministry in February 2007 as regulation (by laws) no. 80/2007 in both English and Icelandic.

This framework was based on the European Higher Education Area Framework of the time together with materials underpinning the Lisbon Recognition Convention and the Bologna Declaration. Its purpose was to give the Icelandic higher education institutions a structure for their then upcoming accreditation as well as providing a tool to relate Icelandic qualifications to those of the countries involved in the Bologna process. At this time it was also decided that the ISQF-HE would follow the UNESCO ISCED framework.

In the initial edition of the ISQF-HE it was stipulated that the regulations should be under systematic monitoring and review and a that a revised edition should be published in 2009. That intention was not realised, primarily because of the disruption that followed the fall of the Icelandic banks in 2008, but also because, in June 2008, a new law on pre-primary, primary and secondary, upper secondary and teacher education was adopted by Parliament. The plan was to set up a structure that
would enable upper secondary and other parts of the education system to relate their qualification system to the higher education framework as it was being developed.

The law on further education took further steps in widening access to higher education by allowing for different but equal status qualifications at the third level of the FE system, matriculation examination and journeyman’s certificate as well as other qualifications at level three. In addition, the development of programmes at FE level were decentralized, and became the responsibility of the FE institutions. These changes raised the potential dangers of standards slippage and variation at of third level qualifications at FE level.

The Ministry addressed this potential problem by including a clause in the contracts between the Icelandic Universities and the Ministry stipulating that all HE institutions were required to publish entrance benchmarks for access to all programmes offered. At the time of writing this report, this work is ongoing, but not yet complete. This work has been delayed largely because of further significant funding cuts.

In 2011 the higher education system pressed on with its own revisions and the framework that had been developed since 2009 was published. This resulted in an inconsistency in the numerical sequence between the published national qualification framework for primary and secondary levels on one hand and the ISQF-HE, as can be seen in the report “Referencing the Icelandic National Qualifications Framework to the European Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning”. This discrepancy will be resolved when both processes are completed by updating the ISQF-HE.

To develop the 2nd Edition of the ISQF-HE a working group was established by the Ministry to which experts from University of Iceland and Reykjavík University were appointed as well as two members from the Ministry and a representative from the student body.
The evaluation of the previous framework started with a meeting of representatives of all higher education institutions, students and other stakeholders in Iceland at which delegates were asked to evaluate the usefulness of the 1st edition of the QEF and to suggest areas for improvement.

The main suggestions forthcoming related to the use of language and the clarity of thought involved in definitions of the learning outcomes used. It was also suggested that the European Qualifications Framework structure should be adopted as main reference, using only three instead of five categories of learning outcomes.

With these main suggestions and many detailed comments, the committee started working. By the end of 2010 the proposals were ready for alignment with the rest of the Lifelong Icelandic National Qualification Framework. However, this work was postponed as indicated above. The decision was, therefore, taken to proceed to publish the 2nd Edition of the ISQF-HE on its own in June 2011 as regulation no. 530/2011 (see Annex 1).

2 Locating the Icelandic ISQF-HE in the wider Icelandic lifelong learning framework of qualifications

As mentioned above, the Icelandic Higher Education Qualification Framework (ISQF-HE) was published before full alignment was established with the other levels of education in Iceland. However the following details have now been published and are being implemented:

a) Upper secondary education will be structured in 3 – 4 levels where level 1 will cover the highest level of lower secondary education and start of upper secondary education, level 2 will be intermediate level certification and level 3 will incorporate the matriculation examination, journeyman’s certification and other specified certifications.

b) Each level will be defined by the use of learning outcomes in three categories; knowledge, skills and competences.
c) There is a numerical inconsistency between the frameworks due to issues addressed in section 1 above. As indicated, this will be resolved in the medium term to bring them both into full alignment.

Proposals for a comprehensive life-long Icelandic Qualification Frameworks are being developed by the Ministry and have been sent to stakeholders for reactions. However, full publication is still awaited at the time of writing this report.

The Framework of Qualifications for the European Higher Education Area (sometimes referred to as the Bologna Framework) was adopted in 2005 in Bergen by the ministers responsible for higher education in the countries participating in the Bologna Process. It consists of three cycles with descriptors (the "Dublin Descriptors") for the typical achievements of learners on successful completion of each cycle. In order to self-certify the compatibility of a national framework the comparability of the learning outcomes for its qualifications must be demonstrated.

The European Qualifications Framework for Lifelong Learning (EQF) was adopted in 2008 by a Recommendation of the European Parliament and Council. It consists of eight levels in a common reference framework with descriptors of the knowledge, skill and competence for each level. The levels cover formal qualifications at all level including higher education qualifications. The Recommendation already notes that the Descriptors for the Bologna Framework are compatible with qualifications at levels 6 to 8 of the EQF.

Under the EQF Recommendation countries are invited to reference their national qualifications frameworks to the EQF. This exercise is sometimes done in parallel with the self-certification of compatibility under the Bologna Process and this is the path taken in Iceland. Iceland's comprehensive referencing to the EQF will incorporate the ISQF-HE. To facilitate this, the present report compares the IS HE NQF descriptors both to the Dublin Descriptors and to the level descriptors of the EQF.
The self-certification process

The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture established a Committee in January 2013 to take on the responsibility of checking the alignment of the Icelandic ISQF-HE to the Bologna framework. The referencing process was administered by the secretariat of The Quality Board for Higher Education in Iceland at Rannis – The Icelandic Centre for Research. The Committee was chaired by Prof. Norman Sharp, former Director of QAA Scotland and Chairman of the Quality Board for Higher Education in Iceland. Other members of the Committee were Dr. Rósa Gunnarsdóttir, Executive Director of Teaching and Learning at Reykjavik University, Sigrún Magnúsdóttir, Director of Quality Management at The University of Akureyri. Dr. Bryan Maguire, Head of Qualifications Services at Quality and Qualifications Ireland was appointed as the international expert to advise the Committee. Dr. Einar Hreinsson, Manager of the Quality Board for Higher Education in Iceland served as secretary to the committee.

The Committee held several meetings during the spring term of 2013. In August 2013, a draft-version of this document was sent to relevant stakeholders for consultation, including the Heads of the Student Unions at four HEIs. Representatives of the Committee also visited some of the stakeholders and introduced the process and the outcomes in order to elicit feedback. The final meeting of the committee was held in Reykjavik in early December in order to consider in detail the feedback from stakeholders and prepare the final report. The report was submitted to the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture at 12th December 2013.

Summary of main outcomes of alignment of main Icelandic HE Qualifications with the Bologna Framework

As can be seen in Annex 2, the ISQF-HE was compared with the EHEA documents and the European Qualification Framework by the working group. The main findings of the group were that the ISQF-HE was compatible with the two major European frameworks in all major respects.
There were a few places where some minor discrepancies were apparent. The Committee was of the clear and unanimous view that these were the result of the needs of the Icelandic stakeholders for the framework to be expressed in straightforward and clear language. These minor differences in detail have no material effect on the alignment of the Icelandic Framework. Some of the key issues discussed by the Committee included:

- The Icelandic framework does not qualify autonomy in the same way as the Dublin Descriptors do.
- References in the Icelandic framework to Information Technology being categorized with knowledge at Bachelors level were noted very positively.
- The Dublin Descriptors appeared to be rather sparse in relation to methodological skills in comparison to the ISQF-HE which states clear outcomes in this area.
- At master level there are two additional learning outcomes in the ISQF-HE over and above the EQF outcomes, although they might be inferred from the Dublin Descriptors. This is also true for seven learning outcomes at doctoral level. In addition there is one learning outcome at doctoral level in the ISQF-HE over and above both to the Dublin descriptors and the EQF.

Section B: Context

5 The HE System in Iceland

There are seven higher education institutions in Iceland that have been accredited by the Minister of Education, Science and Culture. Four of those are public institutions, three are government dependent private institutions. Total students count in 2012 was over 19,000, almost two thirds being female. Foreign students are currently approximately 5% of all students. The University of Iceland is by far the largest institution with approximately 14,000 students.
The following table provides details of the accredited fields of study for each institution:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Field of study</th>
<th>Doctoral Accreditation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Iceland</td>
<td>Natural Science Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medical and Health Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Humanities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reykjavik University</td>
<td>Social Sciences Engineering and Technology</td>
<td>Law, Computing, Business, Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Akureyri</td>
<td>Social Sciences Medical and Health Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agriculture and Natural Resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Bifröst</td>
<td>Social Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland Academy of the Arts</td>
<td>Humanities (Art)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social Sciences (teaching)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural University of Iceland</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Natural Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hólar University College</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The system of quality assurance in Iceland, developed explicitly in accord with the Standards and Guidelines for Quality Assurance in the European Higher Education Area, was implemented 2011-12. Prior to this time, the main external quality assurance instrument took the form of a system of institutional faculty-based accreditation in addition to a system of program evaluations. These accreditation exercises were carried out by teams of international experts providing reports to the Government which would then make accreditation decisions based on the recommendations of the international expert panels. The accreditation process has now been integrated into the new post 2011-12 approach.

Development process. The task of developing the new framework was given to a newly established independent and international expert Quality Board for Icelandic Higher Education (the Board). This work was to be undertaken in consultation with the Quality Council for Icelandic Higher Education (the Council) comprising senior representatives of all seven higher education institutions (HEIs) together with student representatives. Following extensive discussions and consultations, a handbook for the new process was produced, agreed by the Government, and published and implemented from 2011 – 12.

Principles of the new approach. The handbook – The Quality Enhancement Handbook for Icelandic Higher Education (2011) – is available on the website of RANNIS (the Icelandic Centre for Research) which provides the administrative support for both the Board and the Council (www.rannis.is). The approach described in the Handbook is an integrated framework for quality enhancement and assurance – the Quality Enhancement Framework (QEF). The QEF is explicitly based on five principles:

- Autonomous institutions’ ownership of quality and standards
- Enhancement of the student experience and safeguarding of standards
Integration of student involvement
• Blending of Icelandic and international perspectives
• Independence of operation and judgement in a context of partnership

**Operation.** These principles are given life in a variety of strands operating in five-year cycles. All HEIs conduct **reviews at the subject level** on a programme agreed by the Board and involving students and approved international experts. The reports of these exercises are all made available to the Board and are discussed at annual meetings (see below) with a member of the Board. Once in each cycle the institution will engage in an **Institution-Wide Review.** These reviews are entirely external, organized by the Board, chaired by a Board member and involving teams of trained international experts and students. The methodology of these reviews includes: submission of a Reflective Analysis by the HEI (involving student contribution); appointment and training of a review team; consideration by the team of the Reflective Analysis and other documentary evidence; visit to the HEI by the team; production of a draft report; final consideration of the draft report by the Board and meeting with the Rector; Report publication; follow-up action depending on the judgement in the report. The report judgements are in terms of the level of confidence that can be held in the HEI’s ability to manage its quality and standards: full confidence, confidence, limited confidence or no confidence. In the first two categories the HEI is required to produce a report for the next Annual Meeting indicating how it intends to take forward the outcomes of the Review. A judgement of less than confidence leads to the requirement on the HEI to produce an Action Plan for remediation of the problems. This Action Plan is approved and monitored by the Board. In cases of judgements of no confidence, the matter would be referred to the Government for decision and action. The next element in the QEF is the Annual **Meetings.** This involves a meeting each year between a Board member and the HEI. These meetings usually last between a half- and full-day. They are relatively informal in nature with a negotiated agenda and involve usually the senior academic and other staff responsible for quality matters together with student representation. These meetings provide very valuable opportunities to share developments, new
initiatives, problems etc that face the institution and provide a general context for open communication and productive relationships between the Board and each HEI. The last element of the QEF to highlight for these purposes is the series of **Council-led Workshops and Seminars**. These activities, currently at an early stage, focus on areas that are identified as being of concern to the higher education sector in Iceland, designed to stimulate the thinking of academics, administrators, students and others throughout the sector. They draw on national and international good and interesting practice and, where appropriate, will lead to published reports. In some cases, the workshops will lead to publication of good practice guidelines related to elements of the QEF.

The **systematic evaluation of the QEF** is an explicit and intrinsic part of the Framework. The reviews within the QEF operate on a four-year cycle while the QEF itself operates on a 5-year cycle. The fifth year of the cycle is devoted largely to evaluation, discussions, consultations and revision. By adopting this strategy of continuous enhancement of the framework itself, the Icelandic higher education community is enabled systematically to plan and develop both collectively as a sector and individually as institutions within a stable but dynamic quality environment. In addition we are able to check that the outputs from the QEF are continuing to meet the requirements of the wider Icelandic society. In particular we are able to check that appropriate benchmarks are being used to sustain appropriate standards and quality throughout Icelandic higher education. These benchmarks include, importantly, the Icelandic ISQF-HE and the QF-EHEA. All elements of the Board-led institution-wide reviews are monitored on an annual basis through feedback from the institutions being reviewed the expert teams (including students) together with the Board’s own systematic reflections. Each year, following the publication of that year’s reports a ‘feedback workshop’ is held – hosted by one of the reviewed institutions. Invitations to this annual event are extended to staff and students from all the Icelandic institutions. Presentations are given by the Rectors of the institutions recently reviewed as well as by members of the Board who have been responsible for chairing the particular reviews. The outcomes of these annual monitoring processes lead to marginal ongoing change, but are
accumulated for consideration as part of the major 5-yearly review of the QEF. This 5-yearly review will involve securing feedback from all institutions and their students, from all who have participated as expert reviewers, and from stakeholders. This will be supported by a series of meetings at each of the HEIs and with the Rectors collectively. The Ministry officials will also be consulted directly in addition to being involved in other meetings. Following these extensive consultations and discussions the Board will draft the 2nd edition of the QEF Handbook incorporating suggested changes and developments. This will then be discussed at an open workshop following which the final draft of the new Handbook will be produced. Through these processes we seek to ensure that the Icelandic QEF continues to meet all precepts underpinning the European Standards and Guidelines.
Section C: Self-certification

7 Meeting the 7 criteria for compatibility

Criteria for verifying that national frameworks are compatible with the Bologna framework are as follows:

1. **The national framework for higher education qualifications and the body or bodies responsible for its development are designated by the national ministry with responsibility for higher education**

The National Framework for Higher Education in Iceland is designed by and published under the auspice of the Ministry of Education Science and Culture. The Ministry is by law responsible for its development and maintenance by law no 63/2006, Chapter 2.

2. **There is a clear and demonstrable link between the qualifications in the national framework and the cycle qualification descriptors of the European framework**

The Icelandic framework was developed with reference to the European Higher Education Area Framework of the time together with materials underpinning the Lisbon Recognition Convention and the Bologna Declaration. Also it was also decided that the ISQF-HE would follow the UNESCO ISCED framework.

Further analysis of the descriptors and the detailed alignment can be seen in Annex 2.

3. **The national framework and its qualifications are demonstrably based on learning outcomes and the qualifications are linked to ECTS or ECTS compatible credits**
In the regulation (by law) no. 530/2011 the National Qualification Framework is based on learning outcomes and is based on the ECTS system. (see Annex 1)

4. **The procedures for inclusion of qualifications in the national framework are transparent**

Procedures for the inclusion of qualification in the national framework are based on the accreditation of institutions within a field of study.

The accreditation procedure for institutions is based on the Frascati division of fields of study. An institution needs to apply for accreditation to the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture and fulfil criteria set forth in regulations nr. 1067/2006 in order to accredit in defined field of study. Once accreditation in a field of study is secured, an institution has full academic freedom to develop study lines within that field of study at baccalaureate and masters level. Institutions need to apply separately for accreditation to offer doctoral study. HE qualifications can only be offered by accredited institutions. The alignment with the Bologna framework is assured through the accreditation process and monitored through the institution-wide and subject level reviews of the QEF described above and, briefly, in the following paragraph.

5. **The national quality assurance system for higher education refer to the national framework of qualifications and are consistent with the Berlin Communiqué and any subsequent communiqué agreed by ministers in the Bologna Process**

Iceland has established a quality assurance system based firmly on the European Standards and Guidelines. During the design and development phase of the Icelandic Quality Enhancement Framework (QEF), the ESG was one of the key international benchmarks consistently referred to. The monitoring and evaluation processes built into the QEF are designed to ensure that the precepts of the ESG are consistently upheld. The QEF operates independently of government and utilises rigorous expert peer-led review processes at both
subject and institution level. An independent international panel with Icelandic administrative support (the Quality Board) oversees the rigorous application of the QEF and the Quality Board publishes the reports of its cyclical institution-wide review processes. The Board also operates, on behalf of the Ministry, a process of subject area accreditations at different levels which are the legal requirement for the Icelandic HEIs to offer particular subject areas at particular levels.

6. The national framework, and any alignment with the European framework, is referenced in all Diploma Supplements

All Icelandic Higher Education institutions that are accredited by the Minister of Education, Science and Culture have all gained Diploma Supplement Label and thus the national framework referenced in all Icelandic Diploma Supplements.

7. The responsibilities of the domestic parties to the national framework are clearly determined and published.

In the law on Higher Education no. 63/2006 and amendments thereupon, it is clear that Icelandic Higher Education Institutions enjoy full academic freedom and operate under auspice and accreditation of the Minister of Education, Science and Culture. Regulations no. 530/2011 and no. 1067/2006 dictate further what the processes and procedures regarding the implementation of the before mentioned law.

With reference to regulations no. 321/2009, the Minister of Education, Science and Culture established the Quality Board for Icelandic Higher Education. The membership of the Board is entirely international. The Board is entirely independent in its operations. It is the responsibility of the Board to develop and subsequently implement the Quality Enhancement Framework. The Board will make judgments independently and prepare and publish reports of all its reviews. In all of these contexts the Board will act independently from government and institutions.
The Quality council was also established by the Icelandic Government with a reference to the aforesaid regulations. The main responsibilities of the Council include: advising the Board on the development of the QEF; advising on the implementation of the framework; providing support to the higher education sector on the development of internal quality assurance and enhancement mechanisms; sponsoring a range of quality enhancement workshops, conferences and activities; and publishing reports.

8 Following the 6 procedures for demonstrating compatibility

Procedures for verifying that national frameworks are compatible with the Bologna framework are as follows:

1. **The competent national body/bodies shall certify the compatibility of the national framework with the European framework.**

The Ministry of Education Science and Culture certifies the compatibility of the National Qualification Framework referencing the recommendation of the expert group.

2. **The self-certification process shall include the stated agreement of the quality assurance bodies in the country in question recognised through the Bologna Process**

The Quality Board for Icelandic Higher Education discussed the self-certification Process at it’s meeting in November 2013 and agreed that the outcomes of that process were reliable and valid.

3. **The self-certification process shall involve international experts**
Dr. Brian Maguire, Head of Qualifications Services at Quality and Qualifications Ireland was appointed to the working group for the task of self-certification of the Icelandic National Qualification Framework for Higher Education, by the Ministry of Education Science and Culture as was Professor Norman Sharp, former director of QAA Scotland and chairman of the Quality Board for Higher Education in Iceland.

4. **The self-certification and the evidence supporting it shall be published and shall address separately each of the criteria set out**

This report and the evidence set forth in it will be published by the Ministry of Education Science and Culture on acceptance of it by the Minister.

5. **The ENIC and NARIC networks shall maintain a public listing of States that have confirmed that they have completed the self-certification process [www.enic-naric.net]**

The ENIC- NARIC office in Iceland will be formally informed of the results of this undertaking by the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, and will adjust public information as such.

6. **The completion of the self-certification process shall be noted on Diploma Supplements issued subsequently by showing the link between the national framework and the European framework.**

All the Universities will be informed by the Ministry of the results of this undertaking and they will make sure to update the Diploma Supplement accordingly.

9 **Consultation process and outcomes**
During the fall of 2013, the Committee set up a series of consultation meetings with stakeholders within the higher education system in Iceland. The purpose of this process was to introduce the process to as wide a range of stakeholders within the system as possible, as well as to ensure that the working group was indeed serving its purpose effectively in the self-certification process.

As there did not exist any national student body by the start of the process (one was founded in November 2013), the Committee sent the draft report to the representatives of the student unions in four of the Higher Education Institutions in Iceland; - The University of Iceland, Reykjavik University, The University of Akureyri and the Agricultural University of Iceland. All Student unions, except the one at AUI, did send back written statements on the content of the draft report with comments.

Representatives of the working group also attained meetings at the Science Committee of the Science and Technology Policy Council of Iceland; The Quality Council of the Quality Board for Icelandic Higher Education; The Bologna Experts; ENIC-NARIC Office and The Rectors Conference of Higher Education in Iceland, where the draft report and the process was introduced and discussed.

The draft report and the associated process were well received by the stakeholders mentioned above. Most comments and suggestions on changes came from the Quality Council of the Quality Board for Higher Education on one hand, and from the Bologna Experts Group. All comments were taken into consideration by the Committee in their preparation of the final draft.
Í samræmi við 5. gr. laga um háskóla, nr. 63/2006, hefur mennta- og menningarmálaráðherra gefið út viðmið um æðri menntun og prófgráður sem birt eru sem fylgiskjal með auglýsingu þessari á íslensku og ensku.

Auglýsing þessi kemur í stað auglýsingar nr. 80/2007 og öðlast þegar gildi.

Mennta- og menningarmálaráðhuneytinu, 16. mái 2011.

Katrín Jakobsdóttir.

Ásta Magnúsdóttir

Fylgiskjal.

Viðmið um æðri menntun og prófgráður.

Viðmið um æðri menntun og prófgráður á Íslandi eru kerfisbundin lýsing á uppbyggingu náms- og prófgráða á háskólastigi sem taka sérstaklega til viðmiða um lærdómr (e.g., learning outcomes) við námslok. Allir háskólar á Íslandi sem öðlast viðurkeningu mennta- og menningarmálaráðherra samkvæmt lögum um háskóla nr. 63/2006 skulu fylgja þeim viðmiðum sem hér eru sett fram.

Hér á eftir er gerð grein fyrir þeim viðmiðum sem háskólar skulu haft við lýsingu á þekkingu, leikni og hæfni nemenda þegar þar eru lokið ólíkum prófgráðum. Einnig er fjallað um tengsl viðmiðanna við gæðaeftirlit með háskólastarfrí.

1. Uppbygging æðri menntunar.

1.1 Háskólanám.

Hlutverk háskóla er skilgreint í lögum um háskóla nr. 63/2006, en þau lög taka til það sem veita æðri menntun er leiðir til prófgráðu eða annars lokaprófs á háskólastigi. Hugtakið æðri menntun á við allra momentum á háskólastigi. Þar er átt við skóla sem teljast vera hefðbundinir háskólar, þar sem lögð er undir kennslu og rannsóknir á mörgum fæðasviðum, og háskóla með afmarkaðra starfssvið eða kennslustofnanir án rannsóknaskyldu.

Þau viðmið um æðri menntun og prófgráður sem hér birtast eiga við um háskóla sem heyra undir National Qualification Framework for higher education.

The National Qualification Framework for higher education in Iceland is a systematic description of the structure of qualifications and degrees at the higher education level and is specifically based on learning outcomes. All higher education institutions in Iceland, accredited by the Minister of Education, Science and Culture according to the Higher Education Act no. 63/2006, shall follow this framework.

This document contains a description of the framework that higher education institutions must comply with in their description of learning outcomes for the various qualifications. It also describes the connection of the framework with the quality assurance system of higher education institutions.

1. Structure of Higher Education.

1.1 Higher Education.

The role of higher education institutions is defined in the Higher Education Act no. 63/2006, which applies to educational institutions that provide education leading to a degree or other qualifications at tertiary level. The term, higher education, applies to all education at tertiary level. It applies equally to traditional universities that carry out teaching and research in various scientific fields, as well as to specialized higher education institutions and to educational institutions without research obligations.

The National Qualification Framework presented here applies to higher education institutions under
the auspices of the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture. Table 1 shows the organisation and structure of qualifications and degrees awarded at higher education institutions in Iceland.

**Table 1. Structure of qualifications and degrees.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISCED</th>
<th>Cycle 1.1 Diploma</th>
<th>Cycle 1.2 Bachelor’s degree</th>
<th>Cycle 2.1 Qualification at master level</th>
<th>Cycle 2.2 Master’s degree</th>
<th>Cycle 3 Doctoral degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30 – 120</td>
<td>90 – 120</td>
<td>180 –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>180 – 240</td>
<td>210 – 360</td>
<td>270 – 360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30 – 120</td>
<td>180 – 240</td>
<td>180 – 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>180 – 240</td>
<td>210 – 360</td>
<td>270 – 360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Skipulag einstakra prófgráða.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISCED</th>
<th>Námseiningar (ECTS)</th>
<th>Heildarnámseiningar (ECTS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>30 – 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Prep 1.2 Bakkalár próf</td>
<td>180 – 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Prep 2.1 Viðbótar próf á meistarastigi</td>
<td>30 – 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prep 2.2 Meistarapróf</td>
<td>90 – 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Prep 3 Doktorspróf</td>
<td>180 –</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Á fyrsta háskólaþrepi eru tvö stig, diplómapróf (1.1) og bakkalárpróf (1.2).

Diplómapróf er skilgreint sem:
Lokapróf frá háskóla þar sem nemandi hefur lokið 30 – 120 ECTS einingum af skipulagðri námsleið.

Bakkalárpróf er skilgreint sem:
Lokapróf frá háskóla þar sem nemandi hefur lokið 180 – 240 ECTS einingum af skipulagðri námsleið.

Á öðru háskólaþrepi eru tvö stig, þar sem fyrra stigið er meistarastigi (2.1) en seinna stigið er meistarapróf (2.2).

Viðbótarpróf á meistarastigi er skilgreint sem:
Viðbótarpróf frá háskóla þar sem nemandi hefur lokið 30 – 120 ECTS einingum af skipulagðri námsleið á háskólaþrepi 2. Undir viðbótarpróf á meistarastigi falla þróð sem annaðhvort hafa ekki rannsóknarverkefni eða verkefnin innihalda færri en 30 ECTS einingar.

Dæmi um gráður og lokapróf á þessu stigi (2.1) eru:
MPA, MBA, diplómapróf á meistarastigi, kanditatspróf og fleira.

Meistarapróf er skilgreint sem:
Lokapróf frá háskóla þar sem nemandi hefur lokið 90 – 120 ECTS einingum af skipulagðri námsleið á háskólaþrepi 2. Meistarapróf innihalda að minnsta kosti 30 ECTS eininga rannsóknarverkefni.

Dæmi um gráður á þessu stigi eru:
Pröðja háskólaþrepið hefur eitt stig sem er doktorspróf (3).

Doktorspróf er skilgreint sem:
Lokapróf frá háskóla þar sem nemandi hefur lokið að minnsta kosti 180 ECTS einingum af skipulagðri námsleið á háskólaþrepi 3. Doktorspróf skal innihalda rannsóknarverkefni sem stenst alljóðleg viðmið um doktorsverkefni.

The first higher education cycle includes two stages, Diploma (1.1) and Bachelor’s degree (1.2).

Diploma is defined as:
Qualification obtained at a higher education institution where the holder has completed 30 – 120 ECTS credits of an organised study programme.

Bachelor’s Degree is defined as:
Qualification obtained at a higher education institution where the holder has completed 180 – 240 ECTS credits of an organised study programme.

The second higher education cycle includes two stages, the first stage is a Qualification at Master level (2.1) and the second stage is a Master’s degree (2.2).

Qualification at Master level is defined as:
Qualification obtained at a higher education institution where the holder has completed 30 – 120 ECTS credits of an organised study programme at the second cycle of higher education. Qualification at Master level includes qualifications which either do not include a research project, or the project is of less than 30 ECTS credits.

Examples of degrees and qualifications at this stage (2.1.) are:
MPA, MBA, Diploma at Master level, Candidatus degree, etc.

Master’s Degree is defined as:
Qualification obtained at a higher education institution where the holder has completed 90 – 120 ECTS credits of an organised study programme at the second cycle of higher education. A Master’s degree includes a research project of at least 30 ECTS credits.

Examples of qualifications at this stage (2.2) are:
MS MS and MA degrees shall only be used for qualifications at cycle 2.2, MA, Mag.Jur, ML and Cand.Psych.

The third higher education cycle has one stage, the Doctoral degree (3).

Doctoral degree is defined as:
Qualification from a higher education institution where the holder has completed at least 180 ECTS credits of an organised study programme at the third cycle of higher education. A Doctoral degree shall include a research project that fulfils international criteria for a Doctoral thesis.
1.2 Námsár og vinnuframlag.
Samkvæmt lögum um háskóla nr. 63/2006 skal kennsla í námseiningum í námseiningum sem metin eru í stöðluðum námseiningum (ECTS). Á háskólastigi er notast við einingar sem eru byggðar á European Credit Transfer System. Að jafnaði svara 60 námseiningar til fulls náms á námsvöru, og eiga þær að endurspegla alla námsvinnu nemenda.


Einungis háskólar sem hlotið hafa viðurkenningu mennta- og menningarmálaráðherra hafa leyfi til að nota ECTS einingar við námsmat.

Kennsla og námsmat skal endurspegla viðmið viðkomandi námsleiða eða námsvöru.

Námi á háskólastigi lýkur að inntökuskilyrði í háskóla.

Nemendur sem hefja nám í háskóla skulu hafa lokið stúdentsprófi eða samþærilegu prófi. Háskólanum er heimilt að taka inn nemendur sem búa yfir jafngildum þroska og þekkingu að mati viðkomandi háskóla. Þó skal tryggt að inntökuskilyrði í háskóla og námskröfur svari jafnán til þess sem krafist er í viðurkenningum erlendum háskólanum á samþærilegu sviði. Í lögum um háskóla er jafnframt heimilað að setja sérstök inntökuskilyrði fyrir þá sem hefja nám í háskóla, t.d. með því að látu nemendur, sem uppfylla framangreiðing skilyrði, gangast undir inntökupróf eða stöðupróf.

Nemendur sem hefja nám á öðru háskólaþrepi skulu hafa lokið bakaláprófi eða samþærilegu þriggja ára háskólanámi. Gert er ráð fyrir að nemandi faru inn á námsleið sem byggir á þeirri þekkingu, leikni og hæfni sem hann hefur öðlast í námi á fyrsta háskólaþrepi.

Nemendur sem hefja doktornám skulu að jafnaði hafa lokið meistaraprófi eða kandídataprófi af stigí 4.2.2.

1.2 Study Year and Workload.
According to the Higher Education Act no. 63/2006, teaching in higher education institutions shall be organised in courses that are evaluated according to standardized credits (ECTS). The higher education level applies credits equivalent to the European Credit Transfer System. A full study programme shall normally consist of 60 credits per academic year and reflect all student workload during that time.

Student workload includes class attendance, preparation, project work and assessment. One ECTS credit normally consists of 25 – 30 hours student workload.

Only those higher education institutions that have been accredited by the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture are allowed to use ECTS credits for study assessment.

Teaching and assessment should reflect the framework of the relevant course or study programme.

Higher education studies conclude with a degree or other defined qualification, which is granted when a student has achieved all learning outcomes of the relevant study programme.

1.3 Admission Requirements for Higher Education.
As a main rule, students enrolling in higher education institution must have completed matriculation examination or equivalent level of study. Higher education institutions can accept students who possess equivalent level of maturity and knowledge as assessed by the respective higher education institution. It must be ensured that higher education institutions’ admission requirements and study standards correspond to those required in certified higher education institutions within similar fields in other countries. The Higher Education Act allows higher education institutions to set specific admission requirements for students enrolling in study at higher education level such as requiring students, who meet with the aforementioned demands, to pass an entrance examination or assessment.

Students enrolling in studies at second cycle shall have completed a Bachelor’s degree or equivalent three-year study at higher education level. Students are expected to enrol in a study programme that is based on the learning outcomes they have acquired during studies at the first cycle of higher education.

Students enrolling in Doctoral studies are as a rule required to have completed Master’s degree or Candidatus degree from cycle/stage 4.2.2.

2. Uppbygging viðmiða um prófgráður.

Í viðmiðum um æðri menntun og prófgráður er hverri prófgráðu á háskólastigi lýst fyrir sig, frá diplómaprófri til doktorsprófis.

Í viðmiðunum er þekking, leikni og hæfni á hverju stigli skilgreind.

Þekking er safn staðreynda, lögmála, kenninga og aðferða sem einstaklingur hefur tileinkað sér. Þekking er þæði fræðileg og hagnýt.

Leikni felur í sér færni til að beita þekkingu. Leikni getur falist í almennri leikni sem ekki er bundin ákveðinní fræðigrein eða starfsgrein og sérhæftri leikni.

Hæfni felur í sér yfirssyn og getu til að nýta þekkingu og leikni við nám og starf.

2.1 Lýsingar á prófgráðum.

Hér á eftir fara viðmið sem eiga við skilgreindar prófgráður.

Diplóma Stig 1.1 30 – 120 ECTS

Íntökuskilyrði eru stúdentspróf eða samhærileg menntun. Einstakir skólar eða deildir geta gert sérstakar kröfur um samsetningu stúdentsprófsins.

Diplómapróf getur veitt aðgengi að bakkalár-námi, stigi 1.2. Einstakir skólar eða deildir geta gert sérstakar kröfur um samsetningu prófins og ákveðna lágmærkeinunkun fyrir aðgang að núm á stigi 1.2.

Þekking:

Við útskrift býr nemandi yfir þekkingu innan fræðigreinar eða starfsgreinar.

Í því felst að nemandi:

- hafi öðlast innseiti inn í valdar kenningar og hugþokk
- geri greinarum milli fræðilegra skýringa og annars konar skýringa
- skilji og þekki stöðu fræðigreinar í víðara samhengi.

Higher education institutions that offer Doctoral studies according to an accreditation provided by the Minister of Education, Science and Culture have fulfilled the rules for Doctoral studies no. 37/2007, cf. paragraph 4, article 7, of the Higher Education Act no. 63/2006.

2. Structure of the National Qualifications Framework for higher education.

The National Qualifications Framework defines and describes studies and degrees at higher education level (Level 4), from Diploma to Doctoral degree.

The framework defines knowledge, skills and competences for each cycle/stage.

Knowledge is defined as collection of facts, concepts, theories and techniques acquired by the degree holder. Knowledge can both be theoretical and applied.

Skills entail the ability to apply knowledge. Skills can indicate general skills that are not limited to a certain scientific field or profession, as well as specific skills.

Competences entail the ability to apply knowledge and skills to work and study.

2.1 Degree Descriptors.

Following is the criteria defined for each degree

Diploma Cycle 1.1 30 – 120 ECTS

Admission requirements: matriculation examination or equivalent. Higher education institutions or individual faculties can make specific requirements regarding the combination and focus of the matriculation examination.

A Diploma can provide access to study programmes leading to Bachelor’s degree, stage 1.2. Higher education institutions or individual faculties can set specific requirements regarding the composition of the qualification and for a minimum grade required for entering studies at cycle 1.2.

Knowledge:

Diploma holders possess knowledge of the relevant field or profession.

This entails that holders:

- have gained insight into selected theories and concepts
- are able to distinguish between scientific explanations and other explanations
- understand and know the state of the scientific field in a wider context.
Leikni:
Við útskrift getur nemandi beitt aðferðum og verklagi starfsgreinar eða fræðigreinar.

Í því felst að nemandi:
- geti undirbúið, skipulagt og framkvæmt verkefni
- geti nýtt sér þá grundvallarferðina og tæki sem notuð er á viðkomandi svíði
- geti notað töluleg og grafsk gögn
- geti miðlað efni fræðigreinar eða starfsgreinar á skipulagðan og skiljanlegan hátt
- hafi tileinkað sér frumleiða í hugum
- geti lýst einnöldum fræðilegum atriðum og rannsóknarniðurstöðum.

Hæfni:
Við útskrift geti nemandi hagnýtt þekkingu sínra og leikni í starfi og frekara nám.

Í því felst að nemandi:
- hafi þroáð með sér hæfni til að geta tekist á við frekara nám
- sýni frumkvæði og sjálfstæði í vinnum-
- þekkingum
- geti unnið með öðrum að verkefnum.

Bakkýar
Stig 1.2  180 – 240 ECTS

Inntökusúlyrði eru stundumprófs eða samberileg menntun. Einstakir skólar eða deildir geta gert sérstakar kröfur um samsetningu stundaprófsins.

Bakkalárpróf
Veitir aðgengi að framhaldsnámí á stigum 2.1 og 2.2. Bó geta skólar eða deildir krafist ákveðinn lágmarkseinkunnar fyrir aðgang að námí á stigum 2.1 og 2.2.

Pekið:
Við útskrift þýr nemandi yfir þekkingu innan fræðigreinar eða starfsgreinar.

Í því felst að nemandi:
- hafi öðlast almennan skilning og ínnsæi í helstu kennings og hugtök
- hafi vitnesku um nýjustu þekkingu á völdu svíði
- þekki undirstöðuatriði leitar- og upplýsingatækn.

Leikni:
Við útskrift getur nemandi beitt aðferðum og verklagi starfsgreinar eða fræðigreinar.

Skills:
Diploma holders can apply the methods and procedures of the field or profession

This entails that holders:
- can prepare, organise and implement projects
- can apply the basic skills and technology relevant to the field
- can use statistical and graphical data
- can communicate issues related to the field or profession in an organised and comprehensible manner
- have developed an innovative way of thinking
- can describe simple scientific topics and research findings.

Competences:
Diploma holders can apply their knowledge and skills in a practical way in their profession and further studies

This entails that holders:
- have developed the learning skills necessary to embark on further studies
- show initiative and autonomy
- can cooperate with others in projects.

Bachelor’s degree  Cycle 1.2  180 – 240 ECTS

Admission requirements: matriculation examination or equivalent. Higher education institutions or individual faculties can make specific requirements regarding the combination and focus of the matriculation examination.

A Bachelor’s degree provides access to further studies at cycles 2.1 and 2.2. Higher education institutions or individual faculties may require a minimum grade for admission to studies at cycles 2.1 and 2.2.

Knowledge:
Degree holders possess knowledge of the relevant field or profession.

This entails that holders:
- have acquired general understanding and insight into main theories and concepts
- are aware of the latest knowledge in the relevant field
- can apply the basic elements of information technology.

Skills:
Degree holders can apply the methods and procedures of the field or profession
Í því felst að nemandi:
- geti notað viðeigandi tækja-, tækni- og hugbúnað
- geti beitt gagnrýnum aðferðum við greiningu viðfangsefna
- geti rökkstutt ákvardanir á faglegum grunni
- geti lagt sjálfstætt mat á þær aðferðir sem nýttar eru
- greinni lvenær þjórf er á upplýsingum og hafi færni til finna þær, meta áreiðanleika þeirra og nýta á viðeigandi hátt
- geti nýtt sér viðurkennd gagnasöfn og upplýsingalindir á viðkomandi fræðasviði
- hafi tileinkað sér viðsvýni og frumleika í hugsun.

Hæfni:
Við útskrift geti nemandi hagnýtt þekkingu sína og leiðni í starfi og-eða frekara nómi.

Í því felst að nemandi:
- hafi þroðað með sér hæfni og sjálfstað vinnubróð fyrir frekara nám innan fræðigreinar
- geti umnið sjálfstætt og skipulega, sett sér markmið, gert starfsaætun/verkætun og fylgt henni
- geti tekið virkan þátt í samstarfi og leitt verkþópa
- sé fær um að tölka og kynna fræðileg atriði og rannsóknarmiðurstöður.

Viðbótarpróf á meistarastigi Stíg 2.1 30 – 120 ECTS
Inntökuskilyrði eru bakkalápróf af stíg 1.2, eða samhærilegt próf. Að jafnáði er krafist fyrstu einkunnar.
Skólar eða delidir geta sett frekari skilyrði fyrir aðgang að númi á stigi 3.

Prófgráður sem falla undir þessa skilgreiningu geta verið mismunandi að lengd og innitaki. Eiga því skilgreiningarnar sem koma fram í tölumi hér að néðan aðeins við ef um fullt tveggia ára nám á meistarastigi er að ræða. Nám til diplomagráðu eða annars lokaprófs fellur undir þessa skilgreiningu, en þarf ekki að uppfylla þær kröfur nema að hluta til og er taflan hér að néðan skipulögð með það í huga. Kandidatspróf eru skilgreindar sem framhaldsgráða á meistarastigi.

Þekking:
Við útskrift býr nemandi yfir þekkingu innan sérsvíðs fræðigreinar eða starfsgreinar.

This entails that holders:
- can use the relevant equipment, technology and software
- can apply critical analytic methods
- can rationalise their decisions
- can evaluate critically the methods applied
- recognise when further data is needed and have the ability to retrieve it, assess its reliability and apply it in an appropriate manner
- can use reliable data- and information resources in the relevant scientific field
- have acquired an open-minded and innovative way of thinking.

Competences:
Degree holders can apply their knowledge and skills in a practical way in their profession and/or further studies

This entails that holders:
- have developed the competences and independence needed for further studies within the field
- can work in an independent and organised manner, set goals for their work, devise a work schedule and follow it
- can participate actively and lead work groups
- are capable of interpreting and presenting scientific issues and research findings.

Qualification at Master level Cycle 2.1 30 – 120 ECTS
Admission requirements: Bachelor ´s degree from cycle 1.2, or equivalent. First class grade is usually required.
Higher education institutions or faculties can define further admission requirements for studies at cycle 3.

These qualifications can vary in duration and content. Therefore, the definitions in the table below apply only when referring to full two-year studies at Master level. Diploma studies or other qualifications comply only partly with this definition and the table below is structured with that in mind. Candidatus degrees are defined as master level qualification.

Knowledge:
Degree holders possess knowledge within a defined field of the relevant profession.
Í því felst að nemandi:
- þekki og skilji fræðileg viðfangsefni og álitamál
- geti færð rök fyrir eigin úrlausnum
- geti sett nýjustu þekkingu í samhengi á viðeigandi sérsviði
- þekki til rannsóknaraðferða á sínú fræða-
  svíði
- hafi þekkingu á síðfræði viðinda.

Leikni:
Við útskrift getur nemandi beitt aðferðum og verklagi á sérsviði fræðigreina eða starfs greina.

Í því felst að nemandi:
- hafi tilveikað sér viðeigandi vinnubréð
- hafi kunnáttu til að greina tölulegar upplýsingu
- geti skilíð og tekist á við flókin viðfangsefni í faglegu samhengi
- geti nýtt þekkingu sínú og skilning í faglegri nálgon í starfi
- hafi náð tökum viðeigandi tækja-, tækn-
  og húguðum
- geti aflað, greint og metið viðsindaleg gögn
- sýni frumleika í þróun og nýtingu hug-
  mynda
- geti nýtt þekkingu sínú, skilning og úrlausnaráhæfni við nýjar og ókunnugle-
  g aðstæður eða í þverfaglegu samhengi
- hafi getu til að samþættu þekkingu, eiga við
  flókin viðfangsefni og setja fram skoðun út
  frá tilteknum upplýsingum
- geti áttáð sig á nýjunum sem byggðar eru á
  kenningsum fræða og/eða tilraunum
- geti beitt aðferðum fræði- og/eða starfs-
  greinar til að setja fram, þróa og leysa
  verkefni
- sé læs á rannsóknir og niðurstoður þeirra.

Hæðni:
Við útskrift geti nemandi hagnýtt þekkingu sínú og leikni í starfi og/eða frekura námí.

Í því felst að nemandi:
- hafi þróðað með sér nauðsynlega námshefni
  og sjálfsráð vinnubráð til að takast á við
  frekura nám
- geti átt frumkvæði að verkefnum innan
  fræðigreinar, stýrt þeim og axlað ábyrgþ á
  vinnu einstaklinga og hópa

This entails that holders:
- possess knowledge and understanding of scientific subjects and challenges
- can provide arguments for their own solutions
- can place latest knowledge into context in the relevant field
- are familiar with research methods in their scientific field
- have knowledge of science ethics.

Skills:
Degree holders can apply methods and procedures of a defined scientific field or profession

This entails that holders:
- have adopted relevant methods and procedures
- are capable of analyzing statistical information
- can understand and tackle complex subjects in a professional context
- can apply their knowledge and understanding with a professional approach
- can use the relevant equipment, technology and software
- can collect, analyse and evaluate scientific data
- are innovative in developing and applying ideas
- can apply their knowledge, understanding and proficiency for resolution in new and unfamiliar situations or in an interdisciplinary context
- are capable of integrating knowledge, resolve complex issues and present an opinion based on the available information
- can recognise novelties which are based on scientific theories and/or experiments
- can apply the methods of the relevant scientific field and/or profession to present, develop and solve projects
- understand research and research findings.

Competences:
Degree holders can apply their knowledge and skills in a practical way in their profession and/or further studies

This entails that holders:
- have developed the necessary learning skills and independence for further studies
- can initiate and lead projects within the scientific field and be responsible for the work of individuals and groups
· geti greinto frá fræðilegum upplýsingum, hugmyndum, vandamálum og úrlausnum í áheyrn séfræðinga og almennings
· hafi hæfni til að setja fram og lísa fræðilegum atriðum og rannsóknarnúmerstöðum á erlendu tungumál
· geti teknið sjálfstæðar, faglegar ákvarðanir og röskut þær
· geti metið hvænur mismunandi greiningar-aðferðir og flókin fræðileg atriði eiga við
· geti miðlað tölulegu upplýsingum.

**Meistarapróf**  **Stig 2.2**  **90 – 120 ECTS**

Íntökuskilyrði eru lokapróf af stigi 1.2 eða samhverilegt próf. Að það yfiri er krafst í fyrstu einkunnar.

Skólar eða delidir geta sett frekari skilyrði fyrir aðgang að þriga þrep. Skólar eða delidir geta krafist ákveðinn lág marks-

**Rannsóknatengt meistarapróf (MA/MSc)** veitir sérsviðs fræðigreinar eða starfsgreinar.

Aðgang að framhaldsnámi á þriðja þrepi. Skólar

Inntökuskilyrði eru lokapróf af stigi 1.2 eða

Í því felst að nemandi:

- þekki fræðileg viðfangsefni og álíamál
- hafi afalíð sér þekkingar með rannsóknunum
- geti fært röki fyrir eiginn úrlausanum
- geti sett nýjustu þekkingu í samhengi á viðeigandi sérsviði
- þekki til rannsóknaráðferða á sínu fræða-
- hafi þekkingu á síðfræði við

*Leikni:*

Við útskrift býr nemandi yfir þekkingu innan sérsviðs fræðigreinar eða starfsgreinar.

Í því felst að nemandi:

- hafi tleinkað sér viðeigandi vinnubrógð
- hafi kunnáttu til þess að greina og miðla tölulegu upplýsingum
- geti skliði og tekist á við flókin viðfangsefni í faglegu samhengi
- geti nýtt þekkingu sínna og skilning í faglegri vinnu eða við starfsgrein
- hafi náð þókum á viðeigandi tækja-, tækni-

og hugbúnaði

· can communicate scientific information, challenges and findings to scholars as well as to general audience
· are capable of presenting and describing scientific issues and research findings in a foreign language
· can make decisions in an independent, professional manner and support them
· can decide which analytical methods and complex theories are applicable
· can communicate statistical information.

**Master’s Degree**  **Cycle 2.2**  **90 – 120 ECTS**

**Admission requirements:** Cycle 1.2 qualification or equivalent. First class grade is usually required.

**Higher education institutions or individual faculties may define further admission requirements for studies at cycle 2.2.**

Research-based Master’s degrees (MA/MSc) provide access to third cycle studies. Higher education institutions or individual faculties may require a minimum grade. The scope of the research element and/or the final project shall cover at least 30 ECTS.

**Knowledge:**

Degree holders possess knowledge of a defined area of a scientific field or profession.

*This entails that holders:*

- possess knowledge of scientific subjects and challenges
- have acquired knowledge through research
- can provide arguments for their own findings
- can place the latest knowledge in context within the relevant specialised field
- are familiar with the research methods within their scientific field
- have knowledge of science ethics.

**Skills:**

Degree holders can apply methods and procedures of a defined area of a scientific field or profession

*This entails that holders:*

- have adopted relevant methods and procedures
- are capable of analyzing and imparting statistical information
- can understand and tackle complex subjects in a professional context
- can apply their knowledge and understanding in their scientific and professional work
- can use the relevant equipment, technology and software
Hæfni:
Við útskrift geti nemandi hagnýtt þekkingu sína og leikni í starfi og/eða frekara námi.

Í því felst að nemandi:
- hafi þróðu með sér náðsynlega námshefni og sjálfstæð viðhagdó til að geta tekist á við frekara námi
- geti átt frumkvæði að verkefnum, stýrt þeim og axlað ábyrgð á vinnu einstaklinga og hópa
- geti greint frá flóknnum fræðilegum viðfangsefnum og/eða fræðilega röktstuddum niðurstöðum, einn eða í samstarfi við aðra, í áhætyn sérfraðinga og almennings
- hafi hæfni til að setja fram og lýsa fræðilegum atriðum og rannsóknarniðurstöðum á erlendu tungumál
- geti tekio sjálfstæðar, faglegar ákvarðunar og röktstutt þer
- geti metið sjálfstætt hvenær mismunandi greiningaraðferðir og flókin fræðileg atriði eiga við
- geti miðlað tölulegum upplýsingum.

Doktorspróf  Stig 3  180 – 240 ECTS
Íntökuskilyrðið eru meistarapróf af stigi 2.1 eða 2.2 eða samheirilegt próf. Skolur eða deildir geta kraftist ákræðinnar lígmargteikunnar og sett sérstakar reglur um íntök og hæfi nemenda.

Þekking:
Við útskrift býr nemandi yfir sérfræðiþekkingu innan fræðigreinar.

Í því felst að nemandi:
- það geti af lað, greint og metið viðsindaleg gögn
- sýni frumleika í þróun og nýtingu hugmynda
- geti nýtt þekkingu sína, skilning og úrlausnarhæfni við nýjar og okunnuglegar aðstæður eða í þverfaglegu samhengi sérstviðs fræðigreinar
- geti þróð verkefni og sett í samhengi með aðferðum byggðum á kenningum sérstviðs fræðigreinar og/eða tilrauna
- hafi getu til að samþætta þekkingu, eiga við flókin viðfangsefni og setja fram skoðun út frá tiltekunum upplýsingum
- geti beitt rannsóknaraðferðum með árangri og framkvæmt smerri rannsóknarverkefni
- sé læs á rannsóknir og niðurstöður þeirra.

Compétences:
Degree holders can apply their knowledge and skills in their profession and/or further study

This entails that holders:
- can collect, analyse and evaluate scientific data
- are innovative in developing and applying ideas
- can apply their knowledge, understanding and proficiency in new and unfamiliar situations or in an interdisciplinary context
- can develop projects and place them in context by applying methods based on scientific theories and/or experiments
- are capable of integrating knowledge, resolve complex issues and present an opinion based on the available information
- can effectively apply research methods and implement small-scale research projects
- understand research and research findings

Doctoral degree  Cycle 3  180 – 240 ECTS
Admission requirements: Master’s degree from cycles 2.1 or 2.2 or equivalent. Higher education institutions or individual faculties can demand a minimum grade and define specific requirements for admission and abilities of students.

Knowledge:
Degree holders possess specialised knowledge within a scientific field

This entails that holders:
- possess extensive and comprehensive understanding of main theories, principles, concepts and the latest findings available
Leikni:
Við útskrift getur nemandi beitt sérhæfðum aðferðum og verklagi á sérsviði fræðigreinar.

Í því felst að nemandi:
- geti skipulagt og framkvæmt viðamiklar rannsóknir sem útvíkka og/eða endur-skilgreina gildandi aðferðafræði fræðigreinar
- geti kannað eða þróáð verkefni sem taka á nýjum vandamálum og viðfangsefnum fræðigreinar
- hafi á hraðbergi grundvallarfærmi, teki, aðferðir, efni og heimildir sem tengjast viðkomandi fræðigreinar
- geti beitt gagnrýnni greiningu, mati og samþættingu við ný og flókin verkefni
- geti hagnýtt almenn og sérhæfð tækj til rannsókna og rannsóknaar tækni
- geti notað huggúnað til að styðja við og bæta starf í viðkomandi fræðigrein
- geti tiltekið sérhæfðan huggúnað til endur-bóta á aðferðum og vinnulagi
- geti meðt í tölulegar og myndrænar upplýs-ingar á gagnrýninn hátt
- hafi beitt nýstárlegum rannsóknurnum eða þróáð vinnuaðferðir sem bæta við eða viðka út gildandi þekkingarsvið viðkomandi fræðigreinar
- sýni frumleika í þróun og hagnýtingu nýrar þekkingar, skilnings og aðferða
- hafi tleinakað sér gagnrýna afstöðu til þekkingar
- hafi kynnt fræðiðritgerði sem er birtinjarafæ í ritrýðindi útgáfu innanlands eða á alljóða-vetvangi.

Hefni:
Við útskrift geti nemandi hagnýtt þekkingu sína og leikni í starfi og/eða frekara námi.

Skills:
Degree holders can apply specialised methods and procedures of a specific area of a scientific field

This entails that holders:
- can conceptualise and implement extensive research that expand and/or redefine the existing methodology of the scientific field
- can explore or develop projects that tackle new challenges and subjects within the scientific field
- have full command over basic skills, technology, methods, material and sources connected to the relevant scientific field
- can apply critical analysis, evaluation and integration to new and complex projects
- can apply general and specialised research tools and research technology in a practical manner
- can use software to support and enhance work in the relevant scientific field
- can specify specialised software to improve methods and procedures
- can evaluate statistical and graphical information in a critical manner
- have carried out innovative research or developed methods that add to or widen the existing scope of knowledge in the relevant scientific field
- demonstrate creativity in developing and applying new knowledge, understanding and methods
- have adopted a critical stand towards knowledge
- have presented a scientific dissertation that is suitable for publication in a peer-reviewed publication at a national or international level.

Competences:
Degree holders can apply their knowledge and skills in their profession and/or further study
Í því felst að nemandi:

- geti tekið fulla ábyrgð á eigin verkefnum og á vinnu annarra
- geti sýnt sjálfstæði og frumkvæði í faglegri og fræðilegri vinnu
- geti á árangursríkan hátt sagt jafningjum, öðrum fræðimóðum og almenningi frá sérfræðisviði sínu
- geti tekið þátt í gagnrýnum samræðum, átt frumkvæði að og leitt fræðileg samkipti.

3. Framkvæmd.

3.1 Notkun.

Þeir háskólar sem félguð hafa viðurkenningu mennta- og menningarmálaráðherra skulu lýsa þeirri þekkingu, leikni og hæfni sem nemandur á hverri námsleið fyrrig sig eiga að ráða yfir við námslók. Háskólar skulu svo með hvaða hætti markmiðum lýsingarinnar er náð með þeim námskeiðum eða námsluta sem námsleiðin samanstendur af.

Í viðaukum með prófskírteinum skulu háskólarnir tilgreina hvaða stigi og þeirri viðmiðum um þeirra námskeiðum og viðkomandi námsleið tilheyrir.

3.2 Eftirlit með geðum kennslu og rannsókna.


Mennta- og menningarmálaráðuneytið mun hafa eftirlit með því að háskólar uppfylli viðmið um æðri menntun og prófgráður. Leiði eftirlit og ytra mat til þeirra niðurstöðu að viðmiðin séu ekki uppfyllt skal viðkomandi háskóla veittur hæfi-legur festur til úrbóta. Verði ekki úr þátt getur ráðherra fellt niður viðurkenningu háskóla til kennslu á viðkomandi fræðisviði eða að fulla.

This entails that holders:

- can assume full responsibility for their own projects and for the work of others
- can demonstrate independence and initiative in their professional and scientific work
- can effectively communicate to their peers, other scholars and the general public about their field of expertise
- can participate in critical debate, initiate and lead theoretical discourse.

3. Implementation.

3.1 Usage.

Higher education institutions that have been accredited by the Minister of Education, Science and Culture, shall describe learning outcomes for each qualification. Higher education institutions shall demonstrate how the objectives of the description are attained by the courses or parts of the study programmes that constitute each qualification.

Higher education institutions shall specify, in their Diploma Supplements, to which cycle and stage each qualification belongs to, according to National Qualification Framework for higher education in Iceland.

3.2 Quality Assurance of Teaching and Research.

The Higher Education Act no. 63/2006 emphasizes the importance of regular quality control of teaching and research activities. According to the Act, the objective of the quality control is to ensure that the requirements of the National Qualification Framework for higher education in Iceland are fulfilled. Rules no. 321/2009 give further insight into processes used.

The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture shall carry out inspection of the activities of higher education institutions to ensure that they comply with the National Qualification Framework for higher education in Iceland. Should the inspection and external evaluation lead to the conclusion that the framework is not complied with, the higher education institution in question shall be granted reasonable time for improvement. If amendments are not made the Ministry can abolish the accreditation of the higher education institution for teaching, in the relevant scientific field or in full
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dublin Descriptors</th>
<th>EQF</th>
<th>HE-NQF Iceland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Short Cycle Qualification (within or linked to the first cycle)</strong></td>
<td>Level 5</td>
<td><strong>Diploma Cycle 1.1 30 – 120 ECTS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualifications that signify completion of the higher education short cycle (within or linked to the first cycle) are awarded to students who:</td>
<td></td>
<td>Admission requirements: matriculation examination or equivalent. Higher education institutions or individual faculties can make specific requirements regarding the combination and focus of the matriculation examination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 have demonstrated knowledge and understanding in a field of study that builds upon general secondary education and is typically at a level supported by advanced textbooks; such knowledge provides an underpinning for a field of work or vocation, personal development, and further studies to complete the first cycle</td>
<td></td>
<td>A Diploma can provide access to study programmes leading to Bachelor’s degree, stage 1.2. Higher education institutions or individual faculties can set specific requirements regarding the composition of the qualification and for a minimum grade required for entering studies at cycle 1.2.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 can apply their knowledge and understanding in occupational contexts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 have the ability to identify and use data to formulate responses to well-defined concrete and abstract problems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 can communicate about their understanding, skills and activities, with peers, supervisors and clients</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 have the learning skills to undertake further studies with some autonomy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge: comprehensive, specialised, factual and theoretical knowledge within a field of work or study and an awareness of the boundaries of that knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills: a comprehensive range of cognitive and practical skills required to develop creative solutions to abstract problems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge: Diploma holders possess knowledge of the relevant field or profession. This entails that holders:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have gained insight into selected theories and concepts</td>
<td>x 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are able to distinguish between scientific explanations and other explanations</td>
<td>x 1,3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>understand and know the state of the scientific field in a wider context</td>
<td>x 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills: Diploma holders can apply the methods and procedures of the field or profession. This entails that holders:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can prepare, organise and implement projects</td>
<td>x 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can apply the basic skills and technology relevant to the field</td>
<td>x 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can use statistical and graphical data</td>
<td>x 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can communicate issues related to the field or profession in an organised and comprehensible manner</td>
<td>x 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have developed an innovative way of thinking</td>
<td>x 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can describe simple scientific topics and research findings</td>
<td>x 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competences: exercise management and supervision in contexts of work or study activities where there is unpredictable change review and develop performance of self and others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competences: Diploma holders can apply their knowledge and skills in a practical way in their profession and further studies. This entails that holders:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have developed the learning skills necessary to embark on further studies</td>
<td>x 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>show initiative and autonomy</td>
<td>x 4,5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can cooperate with others in projects</td>
<td>x 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dublin Descriptors</td>
<td>EQF</td>
<td>HE-NQF Iceland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Cycle</strong></td>
<td>Level 6</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree Cycle 1.2 180-240 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualifications that signify completion of the first cycle are awarded to students who:</td>
<td>Bachelor’s degree Cycle 1.2 180-240 ECTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1</strong> have demonstrated knowledge and understanding in a field of study that builds upon their general secondary education, and is typically at a level that, whilst supported by advanced textbooks, includes some aspects that will be informed by knowledge of the forefront of their field of study</td>
<td><strong>Knowledge</strong>: advanced knowledge of a field of work or study, involving a critical understanding of theories and principles</td>
<td><strong>Admission requirements</strong>: matriculation examination or equivalent. Higher education institutions or individual faculties can make specific requirements regarding the combination and focus of the matriculation examination. A Bachelor’s degree provides access to further studies at cycles 2.1 and 2.2. Higher education institutions or individual faculties may require a minimum grade for admission to studies at cycles 2.1 and 2.2. <strong>have acquired general understanding and insight into main theories and concepts</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skills</strong>: advanced skills, demonstrating mastery and innovation, required to solve complex and unpredictable problems in a specialised field of work or study</td>
<td><strong>Skills</strong>: Degree holders possess knowledge of the relevant field or profession. This entails that holders:</td>
<td><strong>Knowledge</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>x</em> 1</td>
<td>can apply the basic elements of information technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2</strong> can apply their knowledge and understanding in a manner that indicates a professional approach to their work or vocation, and have competences typically demonstrated through devising and sustaining arguments and solving problems within their field of study</td>
<td><strong>Knowledge</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>can use the relevant equipment, technology and software</td>
<td><strong>Skills</strong>: Degree holders can apply the methods and procedures of the field or profession. This entails that holders:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>can apply critical analytic methods</td>
<td><em>x</em> 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>can rationalise their decisions</td>
<td><em>x</em> 2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>can evaluate critically the methods applied</td>
<td><em>x</em> 1,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>can use reliable data and information resources in the relevant scientific field</td>
<td>can recognise when further data is needed and have the ability to retrieve it, assess its reliability and apply it in an appropriate manner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>have acquired an open-minded and innovative way of thinking</td>
<td>can use reliable data and information resources in the relevant scientific field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>can communicate information, ideas, problems and solutions to both specialist and non-specialist audiences</td>
<td>can use reliable data and information resources in the relevant scientific field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competences: manage complex technical or professional activities or projects, taking responsibility for decision-making in unpredictable work or study contexts</td>
<td>can work in an independent and organised manner, set goals for their work, devise a work schedule and follow it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>take responsibility for managing professional development of individuals and groups</td>
<td>can participate actively and lead work groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competences: Degree holders can apply their knowledge and skills in a practical way in their profession and/or further studies. This entails that holders:</td>
<td>can participate actively and lead work groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>have developed the competences and independence needed for further studies within the field</td>
<td>have developed the competences and independence needed for further studies within the field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>can work in an independent and organised manner, set goals for their work, devise a work schedule and follow it</td>
<td>can work in an independent and organised manner, set goals for their work, devise a work schedule and follow it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>can participate actively and lead work groups</td>
<td>can participate actively and lead work groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>are capable of interpreting and presenting scientific issues and research findings</td>
<td>are capable of interpreting and presenting scientific issues and research findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dublin Descriptors</td>
<td>EQF</td>
<td>HE-NQF Iceland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Second Cycle</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualifications that signify completion of the second cycle are awarded to students who:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 7</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualification at Master level Cycle 2.1: 30 – 130 ECTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission requirements: Bachelor’s degree from cycle 1.2, or equivalent. First class grade is usually required. Higher education institutions or faculties can define further admission requirements for studies at cycle 3. These qualifications can vary in duration and content. Therefore, the definitions in the table below apply only when referring to full two-year studies at Master level. Diploma studies or other qualifications comply only partly with this definition and the table below is structured with that in mind. Candidatus degrees are defined as master level qualification.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highly specialised knowledge, some of which is at the forefront of knowledge in a field of work or study, as the basis for original thinking and/or research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>critical awareness of knowledge issues in a field and at the interface between different fields</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree holders possess knowledge within a defined field of the relevant profession. This entails that holders:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possess knowledge and understanding of scientific subjects and challenges</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can place latest knowledge into context in the relevant field</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are familiar with research methods in their scientific field</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have knowledge of science ethics</td>
<td>add</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can provide arguments for their own solutions</td>
<td>add</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree holders can apply methods and procedures of a defined scientific field or profession. This entails that holders:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have adopted relevant methods and procedures</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are capable of analyzing statistical information</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can understand and tackle complex subjects in a professional context</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can apply their knowledge and understanding with a professional approach</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can use the relevant equipment, technology and software</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>add</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s Degree Cycle 2.2: 90 – 120 ECTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission requirements: Cycle 1.2 qualification or equivalent. First class grade is usually required. Higher education institutions or individual faculties may require a minimum grade. The scope of the research element and/or the final project shall cover at least 30 ECTS.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree holders possess knowledge of a defined area of a scientific field or profession. This entails that holders:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possess knowledge of scientific subjects and challenges</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can place the latest knowledge in context within the relevant specialised field</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are familiar with the research methods within their scientific field</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have knowledge of science ethics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can provide arguments for their own findings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have acquired knowledge through research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skills:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree holders can apply methods and procedures of a defined area of a scientific field or profession. This entails that holders:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have adopted relevant methods and procedures</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>are capable of analyzing statistical information</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can understand and tackle complex subjects in a professional context</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can apply their knowledge and understanding in their scientific and professional work</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can use the relevant equipment, technology and software</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>add</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competences:</td>
<td>can collect, analyse and evaluate scientific data</td>
<td>can collect, analyse and evaluate scientific data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>are innovative in developing and applying ideas</td>
<td>are innovative in developing and applying ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>can apply their knowledge, understanding and proficiency for resolution in new and unfamiliar situations or in an interdisciplinary context</td>
<td>can apply their knowledge, understanding and proficiency in new and unfamiliar situations or in an interdisciplinary context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>are capable of integrating knowledge, resolve complex issues and present an opinion based on the available information</td>
<td>are capable of integrating knowledge, resolve complex issues and present an opinion based on the available information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>understand research and research findings</td>
<td>understand research and research findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>can recognise novelties which are based on scientific theories and/or experiments</td>
<td>can apply research methods and implement small scale research projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>can apply the methods of the relevant scientific field and/or profession to present, develop and solve projects</td>
<td>can develop projects and place them in context by applying methods based on scientific theories and/or experiments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Competences:**

- **manage and transform work or study contexts that are complex, unpredictable and require new strategic approaches**
- **take responsibility for contributing to professional knowledge and practice and/or for reviewing the strategic performance of teams**

- Competences:
  - Degree holders can apply their knowledge and skills in a practical way in their profession and/or further studies
  - This entails that holders:
    - have developed the necessary learning skills and independence for further studies
    - can make decisions in an independent, professional manner and support them
    - can communicate statistical information
    - can communicate which analytical methods and complex theories are applicable

- Competences:
  - Degree holders can apply their knowledge and skills in their profession and/or further study
  - This entails that holders:
    - can initiate and lead projects within the scientific field and be responsible for the work of individuals and groups
    - can communicate complex scientific information, challenges and findings to scholars as well as to general audience
    - can evaluate the suitability of the different methods of analysis and complex scientific issues in each case

- **Added competences:**
  - can communicate scientific information, challenges and findings to scholars as well as to general audience
  - can initiate and lead projects within the scientific field and be responsible for the work of individuals and groups
  - can make decisions in an independent, professional manner and defend them
  - can communicate which analytical methods and complex theories are applicable

- **Added competences:**
  - can make decisions in an independent, professional manner and defend them
  - can communicate which analytical methods and complex theories are applicable

- **Added competences:**
  - can initiate and lead projects within the scientific field and be responsible for the work of individuals and groups
  - can make decisions in an independent, professional manner and defend them
  - can communicate which analytical methods and complex theories are applicable

- **Added competences:**
  - can communicate which analytical methods and complex theories are applicable
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dublin Descriptors</th>
<th>EQF</th>
<th>HE-NQF Iceland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Third cycle</strong></td>
<td>Level 8</td>
<td>Doctoral degree Cycle 3 180 – 240 ECTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qualifications that signify completion of the third cycle are awarded to students who:</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Admission requirements:</strong> Master’s degree from cycles 2.1 or 2.2 or equivalent. Higher education institutions or individual faculties can demand a minimum grade and define specific requirements for admission and abilities of students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 have demonstrated a systematic understanding of a field of study and mastery of the skills and methods of research associated with that field</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 have demonstrated the ability to conceive, design, implement and adapt a substantial process of research with scholarly integrity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 have made a contribution through original research that extends the frontier of knowledge by developing a substantial body of work, some of which merits national or international refereed publication</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Knowledge:</strong> knowledge at the most advanced frontier of a field of work or study and at the interface between fields</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skills:</strong> the most advanced and specialised skills and techniques, including synthesis and evaluation, required to solve critical problems in research and/or innovation and to extend and redefine existing knowledge or professional practice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Knowledge:</strong> Degree holders possess specialised knowledge within a scientific field</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possess extensive and comprehensive understanding of main theories, principles, concepts and the latest findings available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have initiated the generation of new knowledge and its interpretation with research or other acknowledged scholarly activities that measure up to peer reviews and critique</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have contributed important innovation in the form of new knowledge, innovative utilisation or interpretation of existing knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demonstrate their awareness of science ethics and that they have formed a considered opinion regarding their own research and that of others, based on their own ethical consciousness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skills:</strong> Degree holders can apply specialised methods and procedures of a specific area of a scientific field</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can conceptualise and implement extensive research that expand and/or redefine the existing methodology of the scientific field</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can explore or develop projects that tackle new challenges and subjects within the scientific field</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have full command over basic skills, technology, methods, material and sources connected to the relevant scientific field</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can apply critical analysis, evaluation and integration to new and complex projects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can apply general and specialised research tools and research technology in a practical manner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can use software to support and enhance work in the relevant scientific field</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can specify specialised software to improve methods and procedures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can evaluate statistical and graphical information in a critical manner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have carried out innovative research or developed methods that add to or widen the existing scope of knowledge in the relevant scientific field</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demonstrate creativity in developing and applying new knowledge, understanding and methods</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have adopted a critical stand towards knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have presented a scientific dissertation that is suitable for publication in a peer-reviewed publication at a national or international level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Competences:</strong> demonstrate substantial authority, innovation, autonomy, scholarly and professional integrity and sustained commitment to the development of new ideas or processes at the forefront of work or study contexts including research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Competences:</strong> Degree holders can apply their knowledge and skills in their profession and/or further study</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can assume full responsibility for their own projects and for the work of others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can demonstrate independence and initiative in their professional and scientific work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can effectively communicate to their peers, other scholars and the general public about their field of expertise</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can participate in critical debate, initiate and lead theoretical discourse</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>